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SUDDENLY DICK LEAPED INTO THE AIR, AND, DIVING OVER THE HEADS OF THE BIG GUARDS, HE TACKLED THE RUNNER, DOWNEll HIM

e

LJKE A FLASH, AND SAVED THE DAY FOR FARDALE.
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DICK MERRIWl:Ll' MASCOT:
OR,

By .BURT L. STANDISH.

CHAPTER I.
THE

MASK

PARTY •.

"I'm goin' to hev a time like this ev'ry year, old
lady," declared John Snodd to his ·wife. "It beats all
natur how them youngsters do enjoy it. An' the)
have turned out in the most wonderful rigs I ever saw,
I swan they hev ! Jest looker that clown. Ain't he
funny ernough ter kill a cat!"
Then the old farmer guffawed at the antics of the
clown, who was cutting his funny capers, teasing the
others in the party and having a very good time after
his own fashion.
A year before Farmer Snodd had given a husking
b~e for the academy boys and the young people generally of the village. It had proved a great success,
which led him to plan for a repetition. But ere the
time for another husking bee rolled round he was

induced by Dick Merriwell and some of the other
academy lads to give a masquerade party.
So again Snodd's barn was lighted with many lanterns and swarming with boys and girls who were
There were
dressed in all sorts of fantastic rigs.
knights and ladies, ruffians, Indians, a cowboy, a pirate,
a flower girl, a fairy, not to mention scores of other
disguises. An Irishman, with a broken bit of pipe,
the bowl bottom up, in his mouth, was chatting with a
swell; a cowboy, in "chaps," slouc11 hat and wearing a
pair of "guns," was trying to flirt with a shy flower
girl; a jay with nanny-goat whiskers, was whispering
something to a fairy; apart by himself, in solemn dignity, stood a plumed Indian chief; the pirate and a
Spanish bl!ll fighter drew aside in a clark place by some
stalls.
There was to be dancing, and ,some musicians were
tuning up on a loft above the main floor. · In a far

-cor ·b-, yet in plain view 'of all, a barrel of new sweet
cider was tapped and fl.wwing for all who cared to
turn the faucet and drink from one of the several tin
dippers provided for that purpose.
And now, before the dancing began, the different
masqueraders were called upon to . step out into the
middle of the floor and "do a turn" to provide amusement for the spectators and participants.
Among the unmasked spectators, who stood back
and took no part in the merrymaking, was Professor
Zenas Gunn, from the academy. At first the professor had declared his inability to attend, but later, when
he learned that Miss Tartington, who ran the Farclale
School for Girls, was to be there, he changed his mind.
"It is evident," he said, "that some one from the
, ·academy should be pre~ent to see that the boys behave
themselves in a proper manner. Professor Gooch abhors such frivolity, and, none o_f the other instructors
caring to go, it falls on me to clo my duty."
"That's bosh, Zenas Gunn!" his wife had declared.

"I do believe you're going for some other reason than
to do your duty."
"You're an old scolder!" retorted the professor,
vexed.
"What's that about. a cold shoulder?" snapped Mrs.
Gunn. "Don't you get an idea you can give me the
cold shoulder."
She was decidedly deaf, and her misfortune seemed
increased whenever she became excited or angry.
"Now, Nancy," said the professor, loudly, but with
a soothing manner, "don't get on your high horse.
I'm simply going from a sense of duty. If Miss
T~rtington--"

"You keep a way from that seductions old maid!"
cried Nancy, at once. "I've seen her casting sheep's
eyes at you in church, and she's a bold thing. If that
old hen~"
1

"Now, now, Nancy !' exclaimed Professor Gunn.
"You are letting your unfounded and unreasonable
prejudice toward Miss Tartington carry you too far.
She is a modest and estin1able lady, and there are few
above her-"

"What's that? You love her? Why, you old duffer! I'll scratch your face, so---:-"
"For the Jove of ,goodness !"palpitated the professor.
"I didn't say that! I said there were few above her
in her line of work-few above her."
"Maybe that was what you said," sniffed Nancy, suspiciously. "Your high regard for that old screw-faced
thing is suspicious, to say the least. You keep a_w ay
from her, · Zena5 Gunn. If I catch you getting frisky
with her I'll make you regret the day you ever married
me!"
"You can't make me regret it any more than I d~
n?w !" muttered Professor Gunn. "You snarling· old
bear!"
"\i\That? what?" e..xclaimed Mrs. Gunn.

"I said you darling old dear," prevaricated the professor.
"Oh, did you? Maybe you did. But you remem1
ber what I told you about that wmnan, and don't you
purr round her any to-night. You come home early,
too. You don't have to stay there more than half an
hour or so, just to show you countenance the affair,
which is silly of you, to say the least."
Zenas promised all that Nancy required, and it is a
shameful thing to confess that he departed with a
sense of reiief because he was able to escape for a time
from his scolding wife. But little did he know of the
snare that was being laid for him.
By chance Dick Merriwell, on his way to question
the professor on a matter that interested him, had
paused outside the door of Zenas' room and overheard
part of this conversation, not wishing to intrude at
such a time. And Dick skipped away in time not to
be observed. Later he returned and found the professor gone, although the door of his room had
thoughtlessly been left ajar.
"Very careless," said Dick. "I'll lock up for him,
else ·some of the boys will discover his door fa open and
put up some sort of a practical joke· on him."
The key was on the inner side of the lock,

I

~nd Dick-~ ~

had to step into the room to get it. As he did this, lte
happened tp observe on the table that was scattered
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over with books and papers a certain black bottle which
bore a label marked "Nerve Tonic."
"The professor's medicine," muttered Dick. "He
took a dose before leaving. He requires it often.
~ow he may need some of it this evening, for it is not
at all likely he'll return as soon as Mrs. Gunn expects."
Something led Dick to take possession of the black
bottle, slip it into his pocket and carry it away when
he had locked the door and hidden the key where he
had previously learned the professor was in the habit
of concealing it.
Just what he would do with the black bottle Di.ck did
not know, but he repeatedly told himself that the professor might need some of that "nerve tonic" before
the evening was over.
And now, strangely enough, as he stood apart by
himself and watched the youthful merrymakers, Professor Gunn longed for just a wee nip of that tonic.
He observed Miss Tartington, prim, spruce and
~tately, sitting alone and watching the girls.
He felt
a strong desire to approach and address her, but the
warning of his wife was sounding in his ears, and he
hesitated.
"Fine woman-exceptionally fine woman!" he
thought, as he gazed at the spinster. "vVhy wasn't it
my fortune to secure a prize like her! What a pair
we would have made! She is interested in all educational purposes, she is high-minded, she is very cultivated, and she is not a scold. Ah, me! mine is a hard
lot, but I must bear it.".
He edged nearer Miss Tartington, but that lady
seemed utterly 1maware of his presence. She was
watching an Indian chief who was going through the
"ghost dance" in the·middle of the floor, applauded and
laughed at by the merry throng of di sguised young
folks . She smiled as the· Indian sang:
"Noka poka hocus,
Hiker piker way;
Inj un scalpa white man,
Do it ri ght away."

'l'he clown darted out behind the chief, crouched in
a grotesque attitude, pointed a finger at him in derision, then cautiously touched him.
Quick as a flash the chief whirled and seized the

8

clown, lifting aloft a terrible wooden tomahawk and
uttering a blood-curdling warwhoop.
The clown had, a fit and managed to break away,
running and dodging as if terribly scared, finally
bumping into a "jay" in overalls, mud-bespattered
boots and old straw hat. Over went the jay and the
clown, while the crowd screamed with delight.
•
"Gol cling ye!" cried the jay, excitedly. "Whut in
thutteration be yeou tryin' to dew?"
,
He said this as the clown seemed to make a deliberate attempt to snatch off his mask.
"Yah ! yal:i !" laughed the clown, scrambling up and
darting away.
The jay sat up and hurled after him an apple that
~truck him fairly between the shoulders.
"Confaound yeour pate!" shouted the jay. ''I'll .
l'arn yeou to bump me!"
The clown darted out of sight into the shadowy corner by till! sta~Is, where the pirate and the bull fighter
were vvhispering v,·ith their heads together. He saw
them and pansed.
"The jay is not Merriwell," he said, in a low tone.
"Sure?" asked the pi rate.
"Yes. I had his mask half off before he grabbed it
and stopped me. I saw enough to make sure he's not
Merri well."

"Vve'll find him soon," said the bull fighter.
"Vv e've got to, if we work the trick," said the pirate.
'•But his disguise is complete. I thought at first that he
mnst be the Indian, but v.re soon settled that. And
no,;1 he' s not the jay. \~Te'll have to look round some
more. We must fr;-,d hin• ~"
"\Ve must!" hissed the bull fighter. "The chance
come here to-rlight to fix him. I do that."
"V\Tho's that singing?" exclaimed the clown.
"Whoever it is, he can sing all right, all' right," said
the pirate. "vVe'd better break away. -Don't want to
be seen talking together in here. Somebody might
take to watching us."
So the three disguised schemers slipped out and
joined the others.
They were no~ aware that in a corner had been sit, ' JI
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cret I I can read your evil heart ! But your· plots
shall fail and your tricks come to naught. I will cast
a spell upon you! . I render you powerless to harm him '
against whom you have plotted."

ting what seemed to be an old woman dressed in black.
This figure had remained very quiet and overheard all
that passed between them. 1'{ ow the old woman rose
and followed them, murmuring to herself:
"I thought there was something crooked in the, wind,
~nd now I know it!
I'm ashamed of you, Chester Arlington! Still I haven't found out w~t they mean to
do, and they have not discovered how Dick Merriwell
is disguised. I think I can find him. A witch should
be able to do that."
The light of the lanterns, as she emerged, leaning
on- a crooked staff, showed that she was dressed and

"Say, gol dern it!" cried the jay, as he walked out,
wagging his jaws and pretending to chew tobacco; "be
yeou really a witch. 'Cause ef ye be, dash my pumpkins if I don't think yeou oughter be burnt to the

made uP like a witch.

stake!"

CHAPTER II.
THE KNIGHT AND THE WITCH.

The singer was a youth dressed like a Spanish
knight. He had a musical voice, and accompanied
•
himself on a guitar.
"A Spanish cavalier stood in his retreat
And on his · guitar played a tune, dear;
The music so sweet he oft' did repeat,
The blessings of my country and you, dear.
.iSay, darling, ~ay, when I am far away
Sometimes you may think of me, dear;
· · Bright sunny days will soon fade away,
Remember what I say and be true, dear."

J.'11ere came a burst of applause as the singer finished,
bowed and sought to retreat. About him flocked the
masked boys and girls, urging him to sing again. The
. clown pressed upon him, grinning and laughing; h~,
even boldly sought to seize the singer's mask and lift it
enough to peer beneafo.
Quick as a flash, the Spaniard whipped out a glittering stilletto and lifted it, whereupon the clown leaped
backward and nearly knocked over the witch, who had
joined the throng about the sfr1ger.
"Oh, boo-woo-woo-woo!" burst from the clown, and
the gathering screamed again w~th laughter.
The old witch gave a cry and shook her stick at him
in simulated 1·age.
"Vile creature!" she exclaimed, in a s~ill; highpitchecl \l'G)ice. "Ye cannot deceive me! Ye c:aan0t
deceive me with your monkey tricks!

I hew your se-

She made some magic passes in the air, whereupon
the clown "booed" atain, pretending to be greatly terrified and seeking to hide behind the others who were '
near.

Then a little fellow, who wore a Chinese mask and
was tagged, "Chang, the Chinese Giant," strode out
and commanded the jay to stop trying to flirt with the
witch.
"Naow, mebbe ,veou think yeou're smart!"
exclaimed
'
the jay, angrily.
!pan which the little "giant" hissed:
'Sh! Don't give me away, you lobster!"
''It's Ted Smart," one of the disguised lads told another.
The Spanish knight had impr~ved the opportunity to
slip away and avoid singing again; but the merriment
and. fooling went on just the same.
Professor Gunn had been hitching nearer and nearer
to Miss Tarting.ton, but still he found himself unable
to screw up courage enough to speak to her.
"Hum! Dear me!' he . murmured to himself. "I
wish I had a nip of my tonic. I S~}TI to need it just
now."
"Now, I've got jest what you want," said John
Snodd, who had approached and happened to overhear
the professor's words. "That sweet cider's all right ~or
the young folks, but I keep a le~le of another kind
that's all fixed up tonicky for my O\Vn private use.
Jest come this way, perfesser, an' I'll give ye a d0se."
Gunn showed confusion.
"Excuse me!" he exclaimed. "I never t~uch anyt!oiing except for medicinal purpo:1e&--ncver."
".That's all right. Dr. Cobb tole me hew te nx this
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up so it's medicine, an it's good to take at the same
time. Jest you come right erlong an' have.a little."
The professor permitted himself to be pulled away,
and Snodd led him round into the woodshed, where
from a place of concealment he brought ~orth a jug.
"You'll say this is all right," he declared. "I don't
leave it out where them youngsters might find it, 'cause
they air too young to have good sense an' take it as
medicine."
"That's right, Mr. Snodd," said Zenas, gravely, "always be careful in such matters. Youth is prone to
exaggeration and over-indulgence. Now, we have arrived at the age when we can use all things in moderation. There is not the slightest danger that we shall
•
get foolish and go to extremes. Intoxication is something that I abhor--"...
"So do I, perfesser !" nodded Snodd, as he poured
out a dipperful from the jug. "I think it's a beastly
sin."
"It is, indeed."
"Jest try that.
end o' good."
"Aa-ahem !

It won't hurt ye, an' it'll do ye no

\i\Tell, I'll just taste it."

The professor tasted.
\
"I think you have treated it with roots and herbs,"
he said.
''Oh, yes," nodded the farmer. "I has roots and
yarbs in it. It's first-class fall medicine, an' I find it
great for the nerves."
"I have to have a little nerve tonic occasionally," said
the professor. "This is quite palatable, for all of the
roots and herbs,"
"Oh, yes," grinned Snodd. "I looked out fer that.
I thought you'd like it. Hev some more."
But the professor held up his hand.
"Not at present," he said. "I may take a little more
before leaving, thank you."
"\i\Tell, you know where the jug is, and you're welcome to take just as much as you like an' take it just as
eften."

5

to the barn, quite unaware that they had been observed while they were trying the contents of the jug.
Barely were they gone when the Spanish knight
stepped out from behind a corner of the neatly-tiered
woodpile. He was laughing quietly to himself, and he
murmured:
"I thought the professor would need tonic of some
sort. Now, I am su1·e that the contents of the jug will
not be just right for him, and .it surely must improve
it to add the coo.tents of his own private bottle of
'nerve tonic.' "
Saying which, he dre"t fbrth the jug, took a black
bottle, marked "Nerve Tonic," from his pocket, and
proceeded to pour the liquid from the bottle into the
jug.
"This should make a first-class · mixture I" he
chuckled. "Of course, this tonic. is .perfectly harmless
stuff I"
"Do you think so?" said a voice from behind, and he
felt a touch on his shoulder.
H~

could not repress a slight start, but, with remarkable nerve, he finished pouring the stuff from the bottle
into the jug, without looking up, quietly observing:
"No one but a witch could have come up behind me
like that without my ears detecting it."
"Have you such remarkable ears?" was the halfscornful question.
"\Vell, at least, I have made no mistake in calling
you a. witch," he retorted, having finished pouring; and
he turned and found he was face to face with the
"witch" who had pretended to cast a spell upon the
clown.
"What is that stuff you put into the jug?" she
asked.
"Don't make such an effort to disguise your voice,"
he urged. "You'll have a sore throat if you continue
it.

"Very well, th11.,nk y<!>u."

That stuff-see."
He held up the bottle so that, by the light of the
single lantern in the shed she could read the two words
on the label.
"It is the profes ~or's O\~n," he said. "I th~ught he

Snodd tassed off a dipperfull, and then they returned

mi~~.-ht

need it this evening, and so I brought it <i.long.
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I find he has been driven to seek tonic from this jug,
and so I add a little of his own private stuff to that in
~he jug, which should make it agree with the professor very nicely. Otherwise, I fear it might not
agree with him."
The witch seemed to tremble a little, and a choking
sound came from behind her mask. Was it laughter,
or was it n sob?
"Wicked, wicked wretch I" she exclaimed, reprovingly. "I fear you are as bad as the hypocritical clown
who is pl9tting your undoing."
"Eh? What's that?" exclaimed the surprised Spaniard. "The clown plotting my undoing?"

He caught her hand and looked at it until she
snatched it away.
"And such a hand must aid in weaving the ·spell,"
he exclaimed. "Small, shapely, artistic, brown-as
the hand of an up-to-date witch should be You do not
keep that hand covered with a glove every time you go
out into the sunshine. I believe you have been rustieating and spending lots of time in the open air."
"If I am a witch," she laughed, "you are a wizard.
I am beginning to fear you. Next you will be telling
me my name."
"Wish I could," thought Di~k, who was woefully
puzzled; but he did not say as much aloud.

"He is, '3.nd you must beware of him.
bitter enemy."

"I'll not be that rude while you are seeking to disguise yourself," he said, bowing gracefully,

I

He is your

"Say, excuse me! but how do you know this?"
"I am a witch."
"If you're a witch, you should _know who I am."

"I do."

•

"Rude?" she retorted. "That is where you slip, for
if it is rude, then I have made a bad break in telling
you your name, and you, have rebuked me for it. But
perhaps that is what you meant to do."
Dick hastened to assure her that he had meant nothing of the sort, but that he had permitted his tongue to
lead him into a bad slip, for which he apologized.

"Who am I ?"
"Dick Merriwell 1"
CHAPTER III.
'llHE JUG.

"Vou are a witch, indeed!" laughed the Spanish
knight, but it almost seemed that there was a touch of
sarcasm in his tone. "How did you guess it?"
"Witches do not have to guess, they know.
least, up-to-date witches l~now."

At

"That's right, and every up-to-date girl of to-day is
a witch, able to weave a spell round any fellow she
chooses."
The "old woman" laughed behind her hideous mask,
but it was the musical, refined laugh of a young girl,.
"l\1ethinks I have heard that laugh before," said
Dick, for the knight was Dick Merriwell. "It is a
part of your evil charm. I can well understand how,
with a laugh like that, you can weave a spell of the most
potent sort."
"Don't try to flatter a wi tch!" she exclaimed, shaking a warning finger at him.
/

In his manner he was gallant and deferential, and it
must be confessed that he did cast a charm over her
. which she distinctly felt.

Both enjoyed the novelty of the situation. She
knew he was puzzling over her identity, although he
did not say as much, and that added to her pleasure.
"What. gfrl of Fardale is this?" Dick was asking
himself. "It is not Doris, I am sure. Somehow she
is different from Doris. Felecia is not to be thought
of. Felecia is the fairy; I pei1etrated her disguise at
once. Zona Desmond-no, for she is dressed to represent night, and she has larger hands than this girl.
Who is she? \ Vho is she?"
"I've got you guessing," laughed the witch.
"You think so?"
"I am sure of it."
"Well I--·"
Her hand fell on his arm.
"Hush!" she whispered. "Some one is coming."
:They heard the sound of two persons approaching,

•
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and made out that they must be the profess9r and Mr.
Snodd.
The. jng had been restored to its place of concealment, and now Dick·quickly drew the witch into the
place of concealment from which he had watched the
professor and the farmer when they first visited the
jug.
In drawing her in there he had slipped his arm across
her shoulqers for a moment, and the situation was far
from unpleasant as they snuggled in the dark spot by
the woodpile.
"Professor Gunn is in need of more tonic," whispered Dick.
"You're a bad fellow," she retorted. "What will
happen to him now? What will he do?"
"vVait and see."
So they waited and watched.
"Really, Mr. Snodd, I believe that did make me feel
better," Zenas was saying, as they entered the woodshed. "A little properly prepared cider is good for the
stomach both spring and fall."
"I allus said so," nodded Snodd, as he dug out the
jng. "vVhen men reach our age they should have
something of the sort to oil up the machinery an'
keep it runnin'."

.

"Yes, indeed. About half full, Mr. Snodd.
will do very well."

That

"It won't hurt ye to take. a hull dipperful," declared
Snodd, as he poured.

"It may not," whispered Dick, 'in the ear of the
witch.
"If it does, you arc a scoundrel, sir!" she whispered
back. "What if this should become known? What if
Professor Gunn himself should learn what you have
done?"

He did not answer. Dick dearly loved a joke, and
now, for the first time, he wondered if he had not made
a mista]<e. For Dick Merriwell was not vicious, and
he would forego the best joke ever planned rather than
bring real harm and injury to any one.

7

"Seems to me it has a little different taste from what
l thought it did," he said. "It's rather stronger of
spirits than I fancied."
"You're mistaken!" exclaimed the farmer. "I put
some granulated sugar in it, and just enough sperrits to
preserYe the roots ~nd yarbs. It's puffictly. harmless,
perfessor."
"I take your word for it, Mr. Snodd, as I kn?w you
to be a man of your word."
The professor drank the contents of the dipper wit[
relish which he could not disguise. He smacked hi~
lips and wiped them with his handkerchief.
"It's really fine!" he dedared, in deep satisfaction.
"You must be an expert in preparing anything of the
sort."
"Thankee, perfesser-thankee.
know my business."

I rather think I do

Snodd took his turn with a well-filled dipper, which
he drained swiftly. \Vhen he had finished he paused,
seemed surprised, looked into the dipper queerly and
shook his head. His manner was so comical that Dick
Merriwell came near laughing aloud, and he felt the
·witch shakin~ with suppressed ~erriment.
"Well, by gorry !" said Snodd; "that duz £.eem to
taste a leetle diffnmt."
"I thought so! (thought so!" exclaimed the professor. "I was not certain. Pour a little more and
let me test it again."
Snodd poured, unheeding the professor's uplifted
hand, filling the dipper again.
"You're qnite certain this is harmless?" asked Gun11.
"Don't you be a bit. skeered of that," assured the
farmer. "I know everything there is in that jug."
"If he did!" whispered Dick.
"\iVicked wretch!" whispered back the witch, who
snuggled a little nearer, evidently in great fear of being ·

seen.
"This has a most excellent flavor," said the professor, again smacking his lips over the dipper. "And
it is very invigorating."
Zenas tasted the stuff in the dipper, smacked his lips ·
"He may think it invigorating later!" whispered
a little, then looked at Snodd curiously.
Dick.

s
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The witch pinched him as punishment for his wickedness.
"'i\Thy don't they go away?" she whispered.
"I'm willing they should stay as long as they like,"
he declared.
''"Why? \Ve're crowded up in here so close to keep
from being s~en by them."
"That's why I'm willing."
From the barn came sounds of music. The orchestra was beginning to play, ar. d the dancing would :,tart
soon.

"I want to dance," whispered the ·witch, impatiently.
"IVIount your

broom,"

advised

Dick, "and sail

away."
"Haven't my broom here."
"Then you'll have to stay a while loP.ger.

You are

if to carry it ont.
"I dare you !" he whi spered.
"You would be expelled fr om school.'
"Perhaps so."
"Oh, well! if I ever care to tell I can have you expelled! You are in my power now."
"It looks that way," he confessed.
"Aren't you afraid?" .
"You don't

know

You interest me."

"Yep; she was one of the finest dancers that ever
tripped a toe in this section."
"La! la!" exclaimed the professor again, cutting a
pigeon wing, his elbows outspread. "I could show
her something that would amuse her if I took the floor.
I don't mind teiiing you, Mr. Snodd, that I was a
dandy in my day. Couldn't any of them beat me.
And I was a pretty rapid young man, too, although I

rackets as any your1g fellow in my clay. Of course, it
doesn't clo to countenance such things in boys and
yonng men nowadays, but the chap who got ahead of
me h::d to g.et up before daybreak. And the girls-all
the gi rls were crazy o\·er me. I could have my pick o f
the prettiest and the proudest of 'em, sir."
"Jee! perfesser, how did yoa ha pr: en to rema!n single
so long and then git hitched up to such an old--such
a-a-an interestin' wife?" faltered Snodd.
"I was wise in remainin' sin g le as long as I clid,., declared Zenas; "but I was an idiot in taking up wi th any
damaged old- - "
"vVhy, professor!" cried the farmer, astonished.

me; perhaps I may be your e:1-

emy. "
"Why should you be ?

"Indeed!

don't care to let folks generally know about that. I
was a wilcl rascal -yes, sir-ee ! I was in as many

the captive of the wizard."
"I'm going to step right out and tell t hose men what
you have been doing," she threatened, starting a bi t as

"Not a bit."

Now if Miss Tartington danced-but I presume she
would be horrified at the idea."
"Oh, I dunno!" grinned Snodd. "I uster know her
when she was a gal, and she was a rip-staver to dance."

I have never harmed you.,.

"But you may have harmed#some one in whom I am
interested."
"I do not intend to harm any one."
Snodd was finishine~ his seco.ncl di])perfnl when Professor Gunn began to dance.
"La! la !" chuckled the- professor, wiping off his chin
with his hand and laughing in a manner that plainly
told the stuff from the jug was beginn ing to work on
him. ".How good music does get into a fellow's heels
when he is feeling right! I believe I should enjoy
<:l<incing to-night. I have not danced in a long time.

"I

didn't know yon swore !"
"S\Yore? I never do!" exclaimed Gunn, positiYely.
"You d id then."
"You're n1i staken, sir."
"Yon said ':;uch a cbm ager! old' something-orother."
"Don't split that word m the middle, sir!" com1 tl· 1e pro f. es:,·o r, .ste1·11ly
ma!1aect
.. . "I s::i1·d
" darn:iged
,_
, not
1

clam aged, sir . .,
"Oh, excuse me-ex cuse me!" exclaimed Snodd.
"I misunderstood you. Have an.other an' fei·git it."
"\,Yell, seeing's it's yon I don't care if I do."
So the dipper was filled again, and tb'e professor disposed of its contents, while Snodd poured once more
and followed his example.
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By this time both the old fell ~ws were feeling very
"frisky."
"If my wife wasn't here I'd like to git on the floor
an' have a 'breakdo>vn' myself,'' said Snodd. ."Tell
you what,'' he continued, as if struck by an idea, "you
take Mrs. Snodd fer a dance, an' I'll take Miss Tartington."
"Now, hold on!" exclaimed the professor, solemnly.
"We're friends! Are we friends?"
"Of course!" Snodd hastened to say.
"Then you ought to know that it's not your w_ife
I'm interested in. Miss Eliza Tartington is a lady of
great mental brilliancy and ability. She would make a
most excellent companion for a man 111 my position,
but skte would not be at all suited to a man like you.
Your tastes and her tastes are entirely dissimilar. Besides, your wife is present, and mine is absent. It is
your duty to entertain your wife. It is plainly my
duty to entertain Miss Eliza Tartington as far as in
me lies. There should be no misunderstanding about
this. We're friends. I have honored this party with
my presence. You should help me out in carrying
forth my designs."
"All right,'' growled Sno<ld. "But I shan't dance
with my old woman."
"As yon like, sir," said the professor, with dignity.
"That is a matter for you to decide as you see fit. We
will now return to the barn."
The jug was hidden again, and they departed.
The moment they were gone the witch slipped out
from her pbce of concealment, where she had been
snuggled against Dick, and he followed her.
"There! I'm ~·lad they are gone," she said.
"I' m sorry," said Dick.
Both were laughing over what they had heard.

CHAPTER IV.
THE

POISON

RING.

"It's strange what remarkable effect that tonic had
on the professor,'' laughed Dick. "But it cannot harm
him, for it is his own medicine."
"The harm ''°uld come to you if it ever became

known what you have done," said the witch. "So
you see I hold you in the hollow of my hand. You
had better be good after this."
"I didn't suppose witches wanted people to be good.
I always thought they took delight in making people
bad."
"All witches are not alike."
"That's a fact. Some do not interest me at all, but
I do not mind saying that there is one who interests
me very much. But I don't think it is fair."
"\rVhat ?''
"You have the advantage of me," confessed Dick.
"How?"
"You know who I am?"
"\IV ell ?"
"I don't know you."
"Oh, then you are not such a great wizard after all!"
"But, as you are such a good witch, don't you think
it about the right thing to reveal your identity to me?"
"Oh, not at all!" she exclaimed, drawing away.
"Why not?"
"Why should I? That would spoil everything."
"I don't see it that way."
"I do; that's the difference." She was very tantalizing, and Dick could not help feeling annoyed, even
while he was amused and mystified.
"You are not a Fardale girl," he declared.
"Oh, Mr. Wizard! how do you know so much?"
"Why, I know the Fardale girls."
"IsI that it? Then you must be' a fellow who tries
to cut ice with the girls. You know them all! You
must be very choice in your selection of acquaintances!
It is evident that you are quite exclusive!"
She was mocking him now, and he aJmost felt that
she was trying to test his temper.
"Is there any harm in knowing so well girls in such
a small place?" he asked.
"Oh, of course not-of course not! • But _girls do
not like a fellow who is running after every girl he
sees."
"Is it evidence that I run after them p.11 because I
happen to know them."
"Either that or- -"

•
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"Oh what?"
"Evidence that they are running after you," she
la4ghed, behind her hideous mask.
"That laugh again!" exclaimed Dick. "\iVhen I
have time to think, I'm sure I'll remember where and
when I have heard it before."
"Perhaps so. Perhaps you never heard it before.
I may be a total stranger to you, Mr. Dick Merriwell."
"Well, just now you are a perfect enigma to me,"
confessed Dick.
"Listen to the music! Shall you dance?"
"If you will dance with me."
"Oh, but they tell me these barn dances a-re so different from-from-- Why, do they waltz?"
· "It's not likely they will. The floor is not quitf",
good enough for that."
"Then I don't think I'll dance. I don't know anything about country dances."
"That is interesting!" ' exclaimed Dick, as they
started together toward the barn. "It proves that you
are not a country girl, and it adds to the mystery."
"Perhaps I am fooling you, Mr. Merriwell," said
the witch, as they walked through the passage from
the shed to the barn, .into which they disappeared.
Neither of them had observed the two fello ws in a
comer by a corn bin. One of these fellows, dressed as
a clown, grabbed the .other by the arm.
"Did you hear that?" he exclaimed. "She called
him Merri well!"
"Sure!" nodded the other, who was made up as a
Spanish bull-fighter. "We have him found out now!
Good!"
"Thunder!" said the clown. "And we've been all
mixed up over it. 'I was beginning to believe he was
not here. He's that Spanish gent! Where's Arlington? vVe must find him and let him know."
"He is in the barn,'' said the bull fi~hter.
"I'll find him. You stay here."
Away darted the clown.
Two minutes later he returned with the pirate.
, "We've spotted 1\.1erriwell,'' he said, triumphantly.
"You have?"
"Sure thing.1'
"Who is he?"
"The Spa11ish cavalier who sang the 5ong."
"Is that right?"
"That's on the level."
"How did you find it out?"
The clown explained.

•

"Well," said the pirate, "now we have found him we
must not let him get off."
"This is a bad place to talk it over,'' said the clown.
"Come on into the woodshed. They keep passing in
and out through here."
They followed him on through the door that led
into the woodshed.
And they were not aware that the witch had seen
the clown hastily seek the pirate in the barn and had
followed them both. They did not dream she slipped
to the woodshed door, where she could peer through a
crack as the door stood half open and see them grouped
beneath the lantern in the shed. Occasionally she
could hear something they wei·e saying, but she longed
to hear more, and was provoked because she could not.
"This is just the sort of a time to carry out a scheme
like this," said the clown. "Bunol can work the irick,
you think?"
"\Vhy, of course!" nodded the pirate. "Everybody
is masked, and all are making merry. It will be dead
easy for · him. Merri well will nqt refuse to shake
hands."
"If he does," said the bull fighter, "I grab his hand
anyhow. I squeeze it. I make the ring I wear cut
his flesh. Ha! ha! That do the trick!"
The clown shrugged his shoulders.
"You say the ring is like those used by the poisoners
in old times?" he questioned. '
"It is one of the very rings,'' said the pirate. "It
came down in Bunol's family."
"But the poison?"
"\i\Tas exhausted long ago."
"And that you are going to use now?"
"We have put some into the ring ourselves."
"Now, look here," said the clown, seriously, "I am
willing to do Merriwell up and knock him out, but how
far is this thing going? You are dead sure he will recover?"
"Do you think I'm a chap who is pining for the electric chair?" contemptuously exclaimed the pirate. ·
"No, bnt--"
"vVe know what ·we're about, Stark. The stuff in
the ring will cause his hand and arm to swell and be
very painful. It will fix him so he'll not be. likely
to play any more football this season. In the end he
will recover all right, but he'll be done up for the time
being. That means that somebody else will become
captain of the eleven. With that painful hand and
arm he will take very little interest in football. He
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may hav.e to go away for treatment. Then we'll ap
get a fair show~ Then I'll be able to get onto the team.
That's the game."
"\Vell, that game is all right," nodded the clown.
"I do not object to it in the least. I'd like to see that
•
ring, though .. ,
The bull fighter took a case from a pocket. He
opened the case and took ont a heavy ring of dull gold,
wh ich he handled cautiously as he offered it to the
clown.
The latter drew back.
"Excuse me!" he exclaimed. "I don't want to touch
the thing! I wouldn't for a thousand dollars. "
The bull fighter slipped it on a finger of his right
hand. adjusted it carefully, and then said:
"Now it ready. Now I fix any one I shake hand
with. We all be jolly. Dick Merriwell he will not
refuse to shake hand and be jolly."
"It's a devilish trick," said the clown; "but ifs a
good one."
.
Then they started, for they heard some one coming.
There w::ts no time to get away, but all three crowded
into the corner by the woodpile.
Professor Gunn and John Snodd, arm in arm, came
rolling into the woodshed.
"Hey!" cried the professor, gaily. "vVhy, I feel
fine, J ohnny, old boy. Never felt younger in my life.
I've been chatting with Eliza. 'Sh! don't say a word,
but I have a cold mash on her. Sure as fate! I'm
going to ask her to dance the next dance with me, old
boy. Just watch me! I'll astonish some of those
youngsters. She asked me what made my breath
smell so. He·! he! I told her I had been taking a littl e medicine for indigestion. Then I ate another clove.
I always carry a supply of cloves. Johnny, trtat tonic
of yours is better than my own private brand. I'll
h::ive to get some from you. About another clipperful
will put me ri ght on my toes. Careful, old boy, don't
spill the precious stuff."
Snodd's hand was none too steady.
"Here you air, perfesser," he said, as he passed the
clipper. "Surround that. An' I wish ye luck with
your new mash. But what if Mrs. Gunn finds it
out?"
"Don't mention that 'voman !" exclaimed Zenas, as
he pausecl, having wiped his lips with his handkerchief.
"Far be it from me to say one word against her, but
she has m::tde my life one long unending torture.
[These are the first few really happy moments I _have

,
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known in years. It is a fearful thing, Jonn, for a man
of my artistic temperament to be yoked to such a
woman! Let me forget it for a little time."
Then he drank the contents of the dipper, doing so
with the utmost relish.
"That's the stuff to make me forget!" he exclaimed.
"On with the dance! I'll be there! La! la! la!"
He danced about with considerable agility.
"That's right, perfesser !" cried Snodd, as he poured
for himself. "'vVe ain't got but one life to live.
Might as well make it a merry one."
"I must hasten back to the lady of my dreams," said
Gunn. "My soul bas yearned for her! I wouldn't
tell a soul but you, John; but we are bosom friends.
Are we not, old boy?"
"You bet!" said Snodd, quickly. "Say, my tongue
feels awful queer. Never knew few dip19ers of this
to make my tongue feel this way 'fore. An' I'm all
tickly up an' clown my legs. Yee! Let's have another!"
"John, refrain !" exclairn'ed the professor. "I think
I know just about my limit. 'vVhatever this stuff is, it's
got lots of energy to it. I fear you are intoxicated."
"You're another!" exclaimed S~odd. "You're the
one! Why, I never saw anybody look as funny as you
do!''
"I am perfectly shober-perfectly sho," asserted the
professor, with all the dignity he could assume. "I
give you my assurance of that fact, shir. I know my
limit. Come, we'll return to the gay throng. We'll
lend dignity to the 'caslmn by our presence."
The professor stumbled a little, and complained that
the floor was very uneven.
So tt:he two old fellows departed.
The moment they were gone the clown sprang out
from his place of concealment and made for the jug,
which he pnlled forth.
"Tonic!" he exclaimed. "Well, I think we'll try
some of thrs tonic!"
"Just what we need," said the pirate. "Bunol,
you'll need it."
But the bull fighter shook his head.
"I keep the brain clear," he said, in his low, unpleasant voice. "It is better."
"This is great stuff!" laughed the clown. "Just
swallow that, Arlington."
He handed a dipperful of the mixture to the pirate,
who drank it without stopping.
The bull fighter looked on while his companions pro-
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ceeded to drinl< as much of the jug's contents as they
swallow. The mixt11· < 'S very strong, and it
took effect in a hi1rry, for L ... of them could feel it
in their limbs.
"No•v," said th~ clown, "back to the dance, and
we'll watch Bnnol while he gets in his work on the
great Dick Merriwell. I see where a new captain
handles the eleven in the game with the Trojans."
"You watch," said the bull fighter. "See how easy
I fix him. And he never know 1how it happen. If he
do, how he can tell who do it when he not know me
in this rig?"
"That's the idea.!" chuckled the clown.
And the three desperate young rascals left the woodshed.

~ould

L:HAPTER V.
THE INDIAN AND THE FLOWER GIRL.

The li stening witch had heard enough to learn of the
evil plot before she was startled by the sound of Professor Gunn and John Snodd as they approached. She
left the door at once and brushed past them.
When she reached the barn floor she lost no time in
seeking Dick Merriwell.
Dick was chatting with the flower girl. Ordinarily
the witch would have waited, but now she approached
them at once.
"He! he!'' she laughed, after the manner of an old
crone. "She's fooling you. I know their ways.
He! he!"
Dick was surprised. He had discovered the flower
girl was Doris Templeton. Doris had penetrated
Dick's disguise while he was singing. She wa~ also
suq>.rised, not to say annoyed, by the approach of the
witch.
"Avaunt, old witch!" laughed Dick. "Why trouble
us with your croaking!"
She seized him by the wrist.
"Better listen to my croaking, thou fool!" she exclaimed.
Then, quick as a flash, she whispered:
"Follow me if you value your life and health! I
have discovered a terrible plot. This is no joke-no
fooling! I must tell you at once."
His manner seemed to indicate that he was in doubt
for a single moment, and then he nodded.
"I will save you from her scheminl;,'' cackled the
witch, although it must be confessed that the cackling

was of a rather musical, pleasant sort. "I'll cast a
spell upon you, and then you will have to leave her as
I command you."
•
She waved her crooked staff, mumbling behind the
hidootis mask that covered her face.
"Come," she commanded. .''Leave her and follow
me! Ye cannot refuse to obey."
Upon which she turned and hobbled swiftly away.
"\Vhat does she mean, Dick?" asked Doris, in a low
tone.
"I don't know," he ans1\· ered. "But I must follow
her. Excuse me, please, for a little time."
"Why, I thought we were going to dance?"
"So we are-later. I can't now."
"Oh, very well!" exclaimed Doris, much displeased.
"I presume 'I can find somebody to <lance with me."
''vVithout doubt," said Dick, who · understood that
she was displeasedf yet who did not wish to lose sight
of the witch. "vVhen I c;ome back 1 may be able to
explain."
Then he followed the mysteri~1s girl with the hideous disguise, while Doris was troubled with a pang of
regret.
Near them, in stately dignity, had been sitting the
plumed Indian chief. The moment Dick deNrted he
approached Doris.
"How, how, white maiden," he greeted.
' Doris did not answer. She •Vas gazing after. Dick,
who hastened from the barn, the witch having disappeared..
·
"How, how. white maiden," said the Indian again.
Doris started, seemed annoyed, appeared on the
point of turning away, then suddenly 'changed her
mind and turned back to him.
"How, big chief," she said.
"Your words makes the big chief glad," said the Indian. "Your voice is sweet as the song of the wild
bird. It is as musical as the murmur of the brook."
"Where did you learn your lesson?" laughed Doris,
trying to forget that she had been di stt~rbed by the
manner in which Dick Merriwell had followed another
girl.
"The big cQ.ief learned his lesson by looking into the
starry eyes of the white maiden. In her eyes he sees
sunshine, moonlight on still waters, happy dreams, and
all things that are good."
"Well, you've certainly learned it well!" exclaimed
Doris. "If all Indians are like Y.OU, I do not wonder
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that they are able to win squaws and afterward make
the squa~s do the work, while they loaf and smoke."
"The white flower maiden must not think all Indians make their squaws work while they loaf. Some
are away on the chase, seeking meat. This the squaws
are not supposed to get, but the braves must provide
it."
"Great work that is! That's the white man's
sport."
"And the white man's sport may be the Indian's
labor.
Does Wild Flower fear Tall Pine? For
she shrinks from him. Tall Pine will not harm
her. He will protect her from harm, and he will
guard her far more faithfully than the treacherous pale
face who just left her. The pale face has a lying
tongue, ahd he deceives \tVild Flower with his soft
speech; then he goes away to meet another maiden,
who calls him from \Vild Flower when she chooses."
Doris bit her lips behind her mask. She had not
fancied any one had observed what had happened, and
it annoyed her to know that this chap had seen it all
and knew another girl had called Dick Merriwell from
her side.
"She's we.lcome to him!" she exclaimed, with a toss
of her head. "He)s just like all fellows!"
"No," said the Indian, gravely. "There are others."
"That's slang! I've always heard that redskins
caught onto slang quickly."
"Let the Tall Pine prove what he means. Trust
him, and he will be constant. Forget the paleface
who leads his ten warriors on the white man's chalkmarked battlefield. He may be strong and bold, but
is there not one among all the other ten who is just as
strong, just as bold, and who will be far more constant?"
"How did you know the Spaniard was Dick Merriwell ?" asked Doris, jn surprise.
Now, the Indian had not known it, but he had suspected. However, he said :
"Tall Pine learns his wisdom from the winds, the
• trees, the grass, the woods, the hills-and from the ·
flowers."
"Well, Tall Pine," laughed Doris, "you're all right!"
"It makes the heart of the chief glad to hear Wild
Flower speak thus. ·will she forget him who leads
ten warriors and dance with the chief of a mi[!hty
tribe?"
"Do you dance?"
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"Do I - - Er! ah ! I mean, the big chief can
dance."
"Say!" laughed Doris; "you're pretty good, but I
have caught on."
"What does Wild Flower mea11 ?"
"I know you.''
"I am Tall Pine."
"You're Hal Darrell!"
"And you," he. returned, at orice, ''are poris. Did
you think I would waste so much time on another ~irl?
Come, Doris, let's join the dancers. I know you can
dance as well as any of them."
Laughing, not entirely unhappy, she let him lead
her onto the floor.
But it is true that she wondered if Dick was talking
with the witch at that moment and what they were saying.
CHAPTER VI.
THE SPELL OF THE . WITCH.

'
Dick was talking with the witch, who had n0t paused
until they were outside in the moonlight, for it was a
cool night, with a round moon high in the heavens,
which were cloudless.
"I'm glad you came," said the ·witch, hurriedly. as
she turned and faced Dick. "I feared you would not.
If you had refused to follow me I should have been
compelled to tell you in there, and I didn't wish to do
that."
"Tell me what?"
"You are in dreadful danger here."
"So you said."
"But I did not know then what I know now," she
earnestly declared. "I have made a discovery since."
"The clown--"
"Is not to be feared as much as another."
"\Vho is the other?"
"You have seen another fell ow here dressed as a
Spaniard ?"
"Yon mean the bull fighter?"
"Yes, he is .the one."
"What of him?"
"He is a desperate fellovv, and he means to rui11
you."
"}.'leaning a thing and doing it are different. I'll
look out for l\fr. Bull Fighter."
"But you can't look out for him."
She was very earnest, as he could see.
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"Can't?"
"No."
"Why not ?"
"Because, like the Spaniard he is, he will not meet
you openly-he .is treacherous. There is a plot afoot
to hurt you so you will not be able to play football any
more."
"My dear witch," said Dick, "I do not think this is
the first tim~ there has been such a plot afoot. Chaps
who hate me have tried in various ways to put me out
of the game, but I still stay in it."
"But never have you been in such grave peril as you
are now," she assertecl. "Listen to th,, wnn-ls of a
witch and be warned."
"\iVhat would you have me do?"
"Leave here."
"What?" exclaimed Dick, in astpnishment.
"Yes, you must go," she cleclared, pos:~ively.
"I beg your pardon; I dislike to refu se a lady, even
though she be a witch, but I cannot think of such a
thing. Do you fancy I'm a fellow to run away from a
bull fighter?"
"It's not that. You do not nnderstand the peril.
If they carry out their plot your right arm will be
ruined."
"Are you certain this is anything more than a joke?"
"Yes, yes, I am certain. Never mind how I know
so much. As I am a witch, let that explain it. You
will be poisoned."
"Poisoned?"
"It is true!"
"How? . I'll not try J ohn Sno<lcl's jug."
"There are other ways of poison;ng. I do not wish
to say more. There are reasons. But I do want you
to promise to leave and retl;rn to the academy at once."
"I thank you very mi.:ch," said Dick, sincerely; "but
I'm not going to run away from my foes, secret or
otherwise. I am not in the habit of doing so. If you
are such a sincere friend, you will warn me fully, explain the plot, and thus prepare me to meet the attack
of my disguised enemies. How many of them are
concerned?"
"Three."
"Only three? There are several others who have no
particular love for me."
"There are but three in this."
"Do you know them ?"
"The clown and the bull fighter are two."
"And the third ?"

"I must decline to tell you."
D ick felt that there were some things he oould not
understand at all in connection with this affair.
"vVho is the clown?"
"You wish me to tell you his name?"
1
"That's it."
"I must decline to do that.''
"Then you are not such a great friend of mine after
all !"
She seemed annoyed.
"You should be satisfied," she said, and he saw her
give her head a proud toss.
"I beg your pardon," he said, instantly; "I am satisfiecl. I thank you very much, and I'll be on my guard
constantly. I think they will not find it easy to trip
me up."
He could see she was vexed.
"No matter how much you are on your guard," she
said, "they may succeed in carrying out their plan. I
ha,-e warned you, but you will not heed! vVhat more
can I do ?"
"You might g ive me a charm to protect me. That's
it. You are a witch; give me something to protect
me and give me good luck. Your charm may become my mascot."
Somehow she seemed to like the idea. He heard
her laugh a little, and then she suddenly drew from beneath her old black dress a small, quaint locket that
was attached to a small gold chain. This she detached from the chain.
"Take it!" she exclaimed. "It shall be your mascot. As long as you keep it, you cannot ii2.n 1;
It \Yill protect you. It will give you luck at everything you do."
She spoke as if she truly belieYed what she said, and
her hand, soft and warm, pressed the little locket into
his. The touch of that hand stirred him somewhat,
and he could not repress his inclination to press it
gently. She drew it quickly away.
"Does this open?" he asked, inspecting the locket as
well as he could by the moonlight.
· "Perhaps so; perhaps ~ot. It is a mystery, like myself."
• ''Well, if it's half the mystery yat-1 are, it is a good
one! I will keep your charm, and I hope it will become a mascot, as you promise it shall."
"-:;ou hope! You must believe! Do you not believe in me?"
"Implicitly."
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"Then you must believe in the charm I have given
you. And to-night you must not touch the hand of
another person here."
"Must not? vVhy, that is strange. Then I cannot
dance in the sets ?"
"No."
"But I am puzzled to know--"
"Trust me. It is to save you. If you obey, my
charm will keep you safe. If you disobey your <:nemies will ruin vour hand and arm."
"Say!" excl~imed Dick, with boyish enthusiasm, "I
believe you are my mascot! Something tells me you
are!"
"I am simply an ugly old ·witch," she answered.
"But you're my mascot! I know it! I'll keep your
charm."
"Keep it always by you. Even when you play football you must wear it."
"I will."
"Some day it may reYeal a secret to you."
"You mean ·when I open it?"
"No : for I do not think you'll enr open it unless
you smash it or tear it to pieces. You must not do
that. Promise me you \vill not destroy it."
"I'd be an ungrateful fellow to do anything like that.
Don't worry; your locket shall not be harmed."
He felt a strange pleasure in her society, and it must
be confessed that, for the time. Doris was forgotten.
From the huge old barn came the sound of music,
shuffling feet and the calls of the prompter. They
were enjoying themselns in th~re, as occasional bursts
of laughter plai nly told. Yet Dick was willing to remain outgide with the mysterious wjtch.
"Remember what I have told yon," she urged. "I
must go back now."
"A moment," said Dick. "You have fixed it so I
cannot dance in the sets, and you do not dance country
cfances. Let me propose s01nethii1g. \Ve'll waltz on
the side. Will you?"
''But you said the floor was so rough."
"Xever mind. Please try it with me."
"The ft.ower girl will be jealous."
"Oh, I expect she is dancing this minute."
" And you really \vi sh to waltz with me?"
"I do, indeed."
"Then we will try it, but you mnst keep your promise-voii must dance vvith no one else to-night."
"I'll keep the promise, never fear. For once in my
life l am completely beneath the spell of a witch-and
glad of it!"

CHAPTER VII.
THE POWER OF THE MASCOT.

No wonder they were laughing! Feeling the effect
of the tonic they had taken, Professor Gunn and
Farmer Snodd were determined to dance. The professor approached Miss Tartington and urged her to
dance with him. She demurred.
"Oh, dear, no, professor!" she exclaimed, surprised.
"I have not danced since I was a girl. I'd lose my
di gnity. I am surprised that you should think of such
· a thing.''
The professor braced up. He felt that it was necessary to brace up, for things seemed swimming a.round
him. There were too many maskers, too many lights,
too much of everything. But he braced very handsomely, and not even Miss Tartington . suspected that
anything unusual was the matter with him, although
he smiled rather foolishly and his speech was not as
clear as usual.
"Danshing-er I ah-dancing, Miss Tartington, is a
graceful accomplishment. It has many tlrings to recommend it to old and young alike. Y esh-er !-yes
that is quite true. I am sure you must have been a
very gracefal dansher--ah !--dancer when you were-·.vhen you were in practice."
The professor was astute enough, for all of the
"tonic," not to say, "when you were younger."
Miss Tartington thanked him, but still she declined
to be led onto the floor by flattery. But John Snodd
came up with his wife on his arm.
"Come on, perfesser !" he cried; "git a partner, an'
we'll go right inter the same set. \ iV hat's the use of
hein' old an' gitti1i' rusty! Miss Tartington, yo11'!1
dance with the perfesser-I know you w'ill. Yci.1
won't refuse a man like Perfesser Zenas Gunn."
· Even when she had no intention of <]~ ·'cing, they
uro·ed
her onto the floor and she found herself in a set
::,
with the professor and the Snodds. She was cover'ed
with confusion, but the music started up before shq
could make up her mind to flee from the fl, " '"· and she
fei t herself caught in the ,,-hirl of the set and swu ng
round. It was too late to retreat.
The moment Zenas and the farmer began to dance it
seemed to shake up the '"tonic' \Yi thin them, and they
became very, very giddy. They cut many comical figures and made a immbcr of mistakes that set the
masked young people laughing, but they enjoyed themselves thorough! y.
"Ain't !~ed so much fun 111 fo rty year, perf\sserl"

.·

excla~med Snodd. "But I didn't know you brought
two partners onter the floor. Is that Miss Tartington's sister who is dancing with her?"
"Shut up, John!" warned the profesor, at the first
opportunity. "I can see double, too, but I've got
shetise enough to know there is only one. Shay, that
stuff in your jug is the most joyful mixture I ever
tackled! It makes me feel like a young colt!"
Then Zenas cut a pigeon wing that set everybody
shouting witih merriment.
Miss Tartington was somywhat bewildered. She
had never seen the professor do anything like th;:it, .but
she fancied it must be all right, for he was the model of
. \
propnety.
Dick and the witch, returning to the barn, looked on
for a few moments and laughed with the others. Dick
saw Doris dancing with the Indian chief, and he observed that she seemed tG be enjoying herself very well.
• Apparently, he was quite forgotten by her.
"Come," ~e said to the \Vttch; "piease waitz here on
the side. The floor is not so bad."
"There's not enough room."
"Oh; yes, there is!"
She offered no further opposition, and, a moment
later, they were waltzing. Dick quickly discovered
that the little witch was a splendid waltzer. . She was
graceful and easy and as light as· a feather. With her
waltzing was an accomplishment that seemed thoroughly mastered.
"Well, I'm glad we tried it!" he exclaimed. "Why,
the floor is not so bad."
"It might be worse," she bughed, behind that baffling mask.
But in the midst of the dancing a stern-faced woman
entered the barn and looked around searchingly.
"The professor's ·wife!" whispered some of those
who were watching the dancing, and they drew back.
It was Nancy, and she had come to look for her
husband, who had promised to return early. At first
she did not think of looking for him with the dancers,
but another shout of laughter as the professor nimbly
cut a figure attracted her attention.
She saw him!
Well, here was horror on her face and fire in her
eyes when she saw him. For a mement she lifted her
hands in amazement, and then she rushed right in
among the dancers and collared her lord and master.
Her voice rose shrilly :

' "Zenas Gunn, you old wretch!" she cried. "So this
is what you are up to! Oh, you miserable old villain!"
"Lord save my soul!" gasped Zenas, nearly wilting.
"I'm in for it now!"
"Fli1•ting and dancing! Shameless old scoundrel!
I'll pull every spear of hair out of your head!"
"I haven't more than a dozen left!" he murmured,
brokenly. "Excuse me, Miss Tartington," he added,
"I regret to leave you thus abruptly, but it can't be
avoided."
"vVhat's that you're sayin' to her?" shrilled Nancy,
suspiciously.
"Never mind, never mind. We'll go at once, my
dear-at once. We'll go. You're right."
"What? I'm tight? vVhy, you slanderous monster! You're tight yourself!"
"I didn't say tight. Oh, Lord!" he groaned. "I
must flatter her." Then he added: "Come, my dear
red rose, we'll go home."
"\Vhat's that? Red nose? \Vho' s got a red nose?
Don't you dare call . my nose red, Zenas Gunn ! I'll
scratch your eyes out!"
She made a dig at his face, but he dodged.
The dancing had stopped.
"Woman," said Nancy, "beware of this slicktongued old ral:e. He will seek to deceive you, as he
deceived me. Oh, he broke my innocent and confiding
young heart."
"John," said Zenas, apealingly, to Snodd, "pray for
me! You may never see me alive again !"
"If you say so, Zene,. old boy, I'll stand by ye," exclaimed Snodd, spitting on his hands. "I'd hate to
tackle her, but for your sake I'll do it."
"Refrain," said Gunn, resignedly. "It is useless.
Nothing can save me. I am a victim of my ovrn
folly."
"Oh, yes, you look jolly!" ~neered Nancy. "No\V
you march! An' don't you ever let me catch you up
to such didoes again unless you want to get worse than
you'll. get to-night."
So she marched him out of the barn.
Dick Merriwell was conscience stricken.
"It's a shame!" he cleclared."I am ashamed of myself! My joke didn't turn out just as I anticipated!"
"All the others are laughing over what has hap·
pened," said the witch.
"It was amusing at the time," nodded Dick; "but I
can't help feeling pity for the 1>obr professor. He is
good-hearted, and he'd be constant enough if that old
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scold of a wife didn't drive him desperate at times.
All the way he can get any petice is to lock himself up
in his room."
"And take a little tonic," laughed the witch.
Then she gave a start, for the bull fighter had appeared before them. She glanced at his right hand
and saw on one of his fingers a plain ring of dull gold,
and the sight of that ring sent a cold chill over her.
"Danger!" she breathed; but she was not certain
Dick heard . the word of warning.
"Ah!" said the bull figh ter, in a friendly way.
"You are my country man. I give greeting to you.
I extend to you the hand of friend ship."
He put out his hand.
Dick drew back a little, folding his arms.
"I beg your pardon," he said. "I do not know
you."
"\Vhat?" cried the bull fi ghter, as if astoni shed and
•
angered. "You refo se the shake of t he hand?"
"I decli ne," nodded Dick.
"It is the insult!"
"You may be my enemy."
"And offer the shake of th e hand c"
"Yes. I have knovvn snakes to bite when least expected."
" You call ·me the snake?"
The bull fighter was becoming very ex cited.
The witch noted that among those who gathered
about were the clown and the pirate. The clown she
grasped by the arm, and <in his e;ir she hissed :
" I k now your plot! I know you, Mr. Stark!"
A muttered exclamation of astonishment escaped his
lips.
" \ Vho are you ?" he asked.
" No matter . . But I know the pi rate is Chester A rlington, and t he bull fighter is :Miguel Bunal."
·
"You' re very astute!" sneered Stark.
"That's not all. I know of the poison ring!"
•
· The clown nearly collapsed.
"Great Scott!" he gaspe<l.
"Now call off your, bull fighter!" she commanded
"If harm comes to Dick Merriwell through one of you
to-night, you'll regret it as long as you live!"
Stark seemed dazed. He did r1t)t move at once, and
in the meantime Bunol had picked a quarrel with D ick.
The fellow jumped at Merriwell and tried to grasp his
wrist with the hand that was adorned by the dangerous
ring.
Like a fl.ash Dick struck that hand aside. Then he
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swung on Bunol, smashing the fellow's mask and
knocking him down.
The Spanish youth rose, frothing at the mouth.
"I'll kill him!" he panted, thrusting a hand into his
bosom; and b9th his companions knew he was reaching for the knife he always carried.
Stark jumped for him. Even Arlington moved
quickly and got hold of the young Spaniard.
" L et the knife alone, Miguel!" hissed Chester.
"Don't be a fool! Be careful !"
"The jig is up!" muttered Stark. "The cat is out
of the bag! M erri well has been \Va m ed!"
"What?" excl aimed Chester, sta rtled.
"Sure thing!"
Then both took hold of Bunal in ea rnest. He was
so enraged that he tried to break away from them, but
th ey compelled him to permit them to lead him off.
D ick was r::.ther surpri sed at the outcome of the af.
fa ir, but the witch whispered to him:
·:
" It's ail over. The charm has saved you."
"I attribute it to my mascot," sai d Dick.

CHAPTER VIII.

•

THE RA SCA LS RET REAT.

Arlington, Stark and Bunol left Srwdd's at once.
The fact that t heir plot had been discovered startled
Chester and Freel Stark so much that it seemed to
sober them, for all of the stuff they had taken from the
1
'
fa rmer's jug.
Bunol objected wh en they insisted m1 dragging him
away. Sta rk told them what the wi tch had said to
him.
" Confound that w i tch ~ " ex claimed Arlington. ..I
tried to spe;:tk with her, but she would not have a word
to say to me. W ho is she? That's what I'd like to
know. You know all the gi rls around here, Stark,
and you eught to know her."
"I don't, " Freel confessed. "She's as much a mystery to· me as she is to you."
Bunol was walking along sullenly. H e seemed to
be muttering to himself, as .he said:
"Struck-again struck and have the insult from
him ! And all it go wrong!"
The:1 he turned to hi s companions, exclaiming :
"You afraid? I not afraid! I go back alone!"
" Not much!" said Stark, grimly. "It would have
been all right had we worked the trick without any. one

..
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knowing who we were; but it would .go hard with us
now if he did it. The who.le thing must bit dropped.
;T his sbheme has fallen throogh.".
"That's right," nodded Arlingt1;m.. "Well, t!Ol tell
you th~ truth, I'm not sorry."
"You're not?"
"No."
"\Vhy, it was yot.u-' scheme!"
((Yes. ' 1
"Wefl,I thought y0u''1 be sore over the fuzle. \Vhy
aren't you sorry?"
"It would have put 1:'1erriwell out of the gam¢ Saturday."
"I thought ,t.fiat was what you wanted."
"No; I was working to put him out of the game for
good, and I thought this the time to do the trick
'A'itl1 no chance of detection. Saturday Fardale \vill get
lftie worst defeat- she ever experienced. \Vhy, any one
knows our team is not in the s.ame class with the Trojan A. A. Those k.llows are nea rly all. professionals.
They have playe<f baseball all summer for money, and
now they ar.e going r.ound the cmmtry doing up everything at football. The manager of their team is
clever., else he'd not b~ able to get games with straight
amateur teams as he do~s. He takes chances and
plays on the percentage plan. It has been a success
with them so far, too, for they usually carry off the
lion's sh.are 0f the gate money wherever they appear."
"How is that?"
"Why, if they win they ~·et half anyhow, and if th ~y
score and keep the other team from scoring they ~ake
eighty per cent. If they make twice as many poi nts as
the opposing team they take seventy-five per cent. As
they are remarkably clever and swift, they make a
good thing out of this even, when the at~endance is not
large. They will have a goo<l crowd here, and it's not
likely Farda.le will score against them. That means
that they will can)' off eighty per Ge¥1t. of the receipts."
"It seems like a fooli sh plau for Merriwell to eL1ter
into."
"It \Yas foolish, but he has the gall to think he can
hold the :rrojans down. He'll be s-hown up in great
5hape."
'!Now I understand why y.ou aPe willing fo r him to
be in the game ~aturclay .
"He may gct hu.i:t. The Tro.}ans arc big fellm·;s,
and they play for blood."
B~1ol waa wall.::ing ah•mg in si lence .

.

"I fi.x him yet!" he muttered, as his companions
stopped talking.
•
"Give me that ring!" commanded Arlin~t1;m.
"Eh?"
"I want that ring."
"What for?"
"No matter. Give it to me."
"You give it back?"
"Sometimes."
Bunol longad to rebel, but Arlington seemed to have
power over him, and he drew off the ring, stopping
and removing it carefully.
"Put it in the case," said Chester. "I don't care
to handle the thing. I don't want to get a scratch
from it."
The young Spaniard put it in the case, as directed,
and passed it to Arlington, who slipped the thing
into his pocket.
They stopped on the road to remove much of the
disguise they had assumed, rolling- the garments into
bundles and carrying the bundles under their arms.
Their masks they threw away.
"Doesn't Merriwell have luck!" exclaimed Stark.
" i To other fellow could get along as he does."
"Is it luck?" muttered Arlington.
"What would you call it if it is not?" ·
"I don't know. Oh, I suppose we may as well give
him credit for having some s:md."
"It isn't his pluck that saves him always. It wasn't
that to-night. It ",;as luck."
'·No; it was the witch. He can give her credit
that, if he has any idea of his escape. . But she'll not
be able to help him in the game with the Trojans."
"He have luck in that somehow!"' exclaimed Bunol,
in a low, harsh voice. "lt his way."
Arlington langbed.
"All the luck iu the world \\"ill not enable Fardale to
win that game, and I am going to bet money she
doesn't score.ii "
"You will bet on it?"' askeci Stark.
"Yes."
"How?' '
''I ba\"e a man who places all my bets in tQwn."
"Can you get som~ mon~y np fo r me?"
"I th ink so, if there are any suckers who think
Fardale can score. My man will put it up for you.
You pay him twenty per cent. of your winnings.''
"Is that the way you do it?"
"Sure thing. Ther: no one knows yOlll are betting

fo;
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against your own team. How much do you want
to stick up?"
"Oh, five dollars, perhaps."
Arlington laughed.
"You're a pl unger !ii he exclain~~d, scornfully.
" Why, I'll be likely to bet fifty or mo.re."
"But your father is r ich, and y::m have all the
money you want. vVith me it is different."
"Poor devil!" said Chester; and Stark felt the sting
of contempt in the words and tone.

CHAPTER IX.
BIG ODDS.

The remarkable work of the Fardale eleven brought
out quite a good crowd besides the cadets to witness
the game between the academy lads and the Trojan
A. A.
The reputation of the Trojans had reached Fardale.
It v:as said that they were wonderfully fast, and that
no ordinary academy team could hope to score on
them.
Some of the cynical and doubtful cadets scoffingJy
asked why Merriwell did not arrange a game with
Yale ·or Harvard.
For Dick Merriwell had been given entire charge of
the team, being captain and manager both, and whatever he said went.
Had the truth been known, Dick haci arranged this
game for the purpose of taking some of the conceit
out of his team. He had arrived at the belief that the
Fardale boys \Vere getting too swelled up and that
a defeat might be a good thing for them.
Bnt while he had reached this conclusion, he ~ did
not wish the team to be defeated by any of th~ academy
elevens in their class.
A change of dates had left a certain Saturday open,
and when the Trojans sought to secure a game on
that date Dick willingly arranged with them.
He had tried hard to bring the visitors to Fardale
on a different arrangement, but the manager of the
Trojans was stubborn, and would take nothing but his
regular terms or a guarantee of two hundred dollars.
Dick could not give such a guarantee, and so he
finally agreed that the Trojans were to have eighty
per cent. of the gate money in case tl:iey scored and
Fardale failed to make a point.
vVhile Dick was willing to haYe his team taught that
it was not invincible, he also intended to fight to the

last gasp for the game. It must be /dmitted that he
had a strong hope of winning.
But when the Trojans, big stocky fellows, trotted
onto the field it was seen that they greatly out-weighed
the academy boys. They began pra~tice with several
balls, and they showed up fast and clever.
Meagher, the manager of the Trojans, sat on the
bench and watched his men with a confident air. He
smiled pityingly at the academy lads when they came
out.
Somebody had asked Meagher what chance F ardale
had of scoring.
"About as . much as the Old Doy has of getting
through the Pearly Gates," was the answer.
Chester Arlington had raked together all the money,
possible and bet it, giving odds, that Fardale would
not score.
Freel Stark had followed Chester's example, even
going far enough to borrovv some money.
"Ii they score by a fluke," said Stark, "I'm in a
deuce of a hole, for I can't cail on for any more
mQney from home, and I'll be worse than broke."
"Don't let it worry y,ou," smiled Arlington.
"They'll never get within thirty yards of the Trojan's
line."
The cadets had their band out, and it discoursed the
same lively, cheering mnsic as usual.
There were no rooters to cheer in unison for the
visiting team, but they did not mind that.
The game began with the ball given to Fardale, the
Trojans having chosen the end that placed the wind
at thei1· backs.
Singleton kicked off, and he drove the yellow egg
writhing and squirming into the wind.
O'Hara, who played right half-back for the visitors,
took the ball on the run, dodged Buckhart and carried
it to the forty-yard line before being downed by Darrell.
"Now watch them walk right through our fellows,"
said Arlington. "They'll never stop until they carry
the ball over the goal line. It will be a steady march
down the field."
Hawkings, the big full-back, was given tha ball, and
he smashed i;1to center.
Tubbs had never met such an assault. He was
struck 11ke a battering ram, and the wind seemed to
go out of him. The line melted just where Dick had
believed it strongest, and Hawkings went through for
clean five yards.

•
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'JI told you!"\ exclaimed Arliugton. " When have
you seen a taa'm go through center li_ke that ? Why,
they thought Tubbs a perfect stone wall! '
Tubbs wa.s astonished.
''Let
try it a:' in!" he exclaimed, in his highpitched voice. "I'll be ready fer ·em, aern my picter
H I won't!"
The Trojans l;:iughed. They were confident, and
~ they fu ncied tbk cadets would be eai~.
Snap !- back went the ball. Hawkings t?Ok it and
dashed ahead, as if to r~eat his assault Gr.l center.
Clare cut across_ behind him. Clare was playing
left half-back.
Hawkinigs passed Clare the ball.
Dick was watching closely, and he suspected this
move.
But Clare shot past O'Hara, who was going t he
other way, and a triple pass was made in handsome
style.
The result was that the Fardale team was completely
bewildered. Tubbs stood hard and firm at center,
but the ball did mit come there. The left end of the
li ne was ready for Clare, but the ball had gone in the
other di rection with O'Hara.
Round Fardale's right end came O'Hara, sprint111g
like a g reyhound. The academy boys had been fooled.
Not all of them !
Dick Merriwell had held back, and he saw the runner turning the end, where Shannock was held in
defiance of the r ules by Riley, the opposing end man.
T hese fello-..vs kpew how to play all the tricks there
were going, and they took chances of being Gaught
by the referee.
Dick went at the runner W"e a panther.
O 'Hara tried to avoid h.im, but young Merriwell
t ackled low and sure, and down came the runner.

'em

For all of this, another five yards had been made,
and the ball was down in the middle of the field.
"Jove, · captain!" grunted Big Bob Singleton; "it
was lucky you tumbled to the game. I was fooled,
and I let them draw me into the left. That chap
would have had a clear field had he got past you."
Dick di<l not reprove Bob then for rushing in too
soon. T he big fdlow knew it was his place to hold
· back and watch for the runner if the runner got
through, but he had let his excitement carry him away.
"It's easy for those chaps," nodded Arlin~to n.
"Just see how they workoo that game."
"But Merriwell stopped it," said Star_!:.

..
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"After five yards had been made."
"He gained glory by doing it then. He always. has
the luck!"
·
Dick himself was wondering if luck was with him.
About his neck was a hidden cord, to which the locket
given him by the mystericrn> "witch" was attached.
He had kept his promise to wear it.
Since the locket had been given him D ick had spent
considerable t ime t rying to open it, but could fin d
no way of getting into it. In fact, it did not seem
that the locket opened at all, and h~ was beginning
to doubt if it did.
The Trojans seemed playing with the Fardale lads.
They bucked the right ·wing, then the left wing, and
made gains everywhere. True they made no great
gains, but the advance of the ball was steady. The
oval was carried into Fartlale's territory and steadily
pushed along toward the goal posts.
But Dick was watching, ancl he began to "get wise"
to the tactics of the enemy. The result was that the
gains grew smaller and smaller. By the time the ball
was down to the thirty-yard line it was taking two
and three downs to make the five yards necessary.·
Then, of a sudden, the Trojans developed a new
•
style of interference. Out of a wedge three men were
projected. They were the two big guards, Kelley aiid
Morrison, and behind them came the man with the ball.
The vYedge went to pieces only to develop a new sor t
of interference. Kelley and Morrison bowled over
the first tacklers, and good gains were made.
Arlington smiled In a conceited, satisfied way.
"I ~new it!" he nodded. "\i\Thy, they never can
stop that trick! It's a sure touchdown!"
And so it looked, fo r the ball was pushed right down
to within seven yards of Fardale's goal. The cadets
fought every inch, but their cause seemed hopeless.
Seven yards from the goal Spofford, the quarterback, fumhled. No one seemed to know how Dick
Merriwell got through, but he had the ball before
Spofford could recover it. He darted. to the right,
to the left, ahead, away he went!
Up rose the cadets on the seats and howled.
"Merri well!" they yelled.
Dick had stopped a tonchdown, but he could m:it
dodge Hawkings, who got him by an ankle and pulled
bim down.
However, fifteen yards had been made.
"Talk about luck!" exclaimed Stark, 111 disgust.
"vVasn't . that the rreal tiling!"

•I
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"It was nothing else I" agreed Arlington. "But
it won't amount to anything. Just watch."
Fardale lined up for the attack.
"Better kick," sneered Chester.
A funnel play was tried, Singleton being sent
thr9ugh with the ball.
The forwards ripped up the end of the funnel and
had Big Bob dowl}. with a loss of three yards.
Th~ play was repeated, and Singleton was let out
through the side of the funnel, instead of keeping
straight on.
He struck the line. but that was all. Down he went
without an inch gained.
"Those tricks work all right with school teams,"
said Chester; "but these chaps have seen them before."
The third down had been made, and the situation
was desperate.
"A kick!" was the cry.
Big Bob went back for the ball, while Dick stood off
at one side.
The ball was snapped arnl passed, but it went to
Dick, who kicked it just as the line was ripped to
pieces and the enemy came pouring clown on him.
It was a fine kick, but Hawkings had been prepared,
ond he took the ball handsomely.
Buckhart and Shannock went down swiftly, but
they were not on h~nd, and Hawkings came down the
field.
The Trojans had a way of forming interference
quickly, and ahead of Hawkings two Jien ran. They
butted off the first tacklers, and the ball was rushed
back to within less than twenty yards of Fardale's
goal.
''Now they'll score!" nodded Chester. "Nothing
will stop them."
Out of the wedge came the guards, with the fullb:\ck behind him, having the ball.
"Over they go!" was the cry.
But they didn't, for Singleton and Darrell worked
together to split the guards' and the runner dodged
out to the left, only to be tackled by Dick and brought
dr;wn.
Bnt the ball ·was within four yards of the line !
0

CHAPTER X.
FIERCE

PLh,YING.

It took courage to stan<l up before the battering
assault of those big fellows. Already several of the
Fardale players had beep. b;,idly battered, but they
kept in the game.

~l

Dick Merriwell's blood was up. All the fight in
him had been aroused, and he tried to stir his men
in a similar manner.
It is lik-ely the Trojans might have se~ured a toi1ch 1
down at that stage of the game had they hem willing
to put the ball ov.e r by hammering; but they wan ted
to show up the cadets, and so they made a fake pasi.
Dare got thn:.ugh and tackled the fellow with th~ ball,
wbile the decoy was permitted to run on.
In g.oing down the baU was lost, and Hal Darrell
fell on it.
~ rfhe relief of Dick was intense.
IIe said something to Sma1't, who immediately gave
a signal for a kick by Big· .Bob.
Singleton booted the leather handsomely, and once
again it \Vas driven away from that'. dangerous locality.
Thirty-five yards from the goal line the two teams
li ned up and went at it a.gain.
The Trojans smashed in and knocked out Jolliby in
tbe very fir st play.
Earl Gardner was called in to take Bradley's place.
"See that!" s11eerecl Arlington. "He gives that
chap Gardner a show. \Vho ever heard of Gardner?
He comes from somewhere away dow!il in Maine where
they don't know a football from a snowball."
"He's a plebe," said -Stark.
"But a nobody. If ~1erriwell is going to give a
plc;be a show, why doesn't he take somebody that
knows the game?"
But Gardner showed that he had plenty of sand, for
he stood up and took his battering like a man. His
nose was bleeding in less than a quarter of a minute,
but he didn't mind that. The wind was knocked out
of him so it took a dash of \Nater to bring him to his
feet, and he didn't mind that. Somebody slugged
him in the scrimmage, but he clid not seem to know
he had been hit.
"That's the pluck that ·wins!" thought Dick. "If
every fellow had as much as Garclner we'd make it
a good game after all."
A good game-! Well, it was exciting enoug11, ainyhow. Four times the Trojans had the ball close to
Farclale's goal, and four times they we.re baffled in
putting it over. A fifth time they brought it within
a foot of the line.
Then the whistle blew, and the half was up.
~I either side had scored, althotigh all the fighting
of any consequence had been in F:1rdale 1-s territory.

•

•
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The manager of the. visiting team walked off the
field with his men.
"Well, boys," he was saying, as he passed Stark and
Arlington, "you've played that kind of a game long
enough. You'll have' to knock the stuffing out .of
them in the next half. Just pound them to death.
They haven't the sand to stand up under it."
"They're a gritty lot," declared Ring, the righttackle. "I didn't think 'they could take as muQh
gruelling as they have without quitting."
"You can see what is coming in the next hdf,"
J<
bu_ghed Arlington, who, however, was disappoi1'!ted
because the Trojans had not . scored in the first half'.
"It was nothing but luck that kept them from having
a snap." ·
· But in his hea{t he knew that pluck had cut quite .
a figure in the game.
In the dressing-room Dick thought of the locket and
felt to see if it was safe.
It was \Vhere he had placed it.
"The thing may be a mascot," he 'thought, and then
smiled at his own folly. .
Nevertheless, he would not have removed jt for big
money.
When the two teams came out for the second half it
was seen that Fardale had substituted two new men.
Douglass had taken the place of Dare as left guard,
while Burrows was on the right end.
"They couldn't stand the pace," said Stark.
"Douglass is too slow," declared Arlington. "Burrows is ,not in sympathy with Merriwell. It will be
easy now."
But the cadets fought harder than eyer in the second half.
They had to, for the Trojans went at them hammer
and tongs. They smashed into the academy boys in
fierce style, and it did not seem that the ·cadets could
withstand such battering long.
Dick talked to his men constantly, encouraging
them, urging them on, keeping them keyed up to the

cost them distance more than once. Two of their men
were put out of the game for slugging, but two substitutes filied the places left vacant and played the same
kind of rough-house game.
Had the cadets paused to consider their condition
they v1ould have found that not more than half of their
men seemed fit to continue in the game.
But they did not pause. They kept on playing,
their teeth set, a lot of young gladiators who iould
not yield.
"We may be able to fight this thing through to a
draw," thought Dick, at last.
He was so pleased with the spirit dispiayed by his
rnen that he drectded defeat. Defeat would not be
discipline for a lot of fellows who could play like this.
"Hold 'em down, boys!" he urged.
They were on Fardale's thirty-yard line. The Trojans hur~ w ·· ge into the cadets, and out _of it
broke the guards, with Hawkings behind them.
The Fardale team had been 'scattered and broken
un til there seemed ' no opposition.
Down the fi eld ;:ame the guards, shoulder to shoulder. Hawkings~kept close at their heels.
I
Singleton had been lured in too far once more, and
he was not on hand to tackle.
Darrell tried a tackle and was hurled off by one
of the guards with perfect ease.
The ball was . rushed forward swiftly, and only one
man stood bet\\feen it and the goal.
That one was Dick Merrivvell.
But how could he tackle the man with the ball?
The gnar.cls would hurl him aside, and Hawkins would
rnsh on for a touchdown .
"Now see Mr. Merri well get his bumps!" laughed
Arlington, with satisfaction.
The captain of the Fardale team crouched and
sprang straight at the interferers.
Suddenly he leaped into the air and, diving over
the heads .of the big gucl-ds, he tackled the runner,
downing him like a flash.
:WOrK.
It was the most wonderful tackle ever made on that
But a:;·ain the academy boys were placed on the de- field.
No wonder the cadets rose and roared and roared!
fensive. \i\Thenever the visitors tried the . wedge and
No
wonder the visitors were dumb with amazement
projected the guards ahead of the runner they made a
gain. This style of work seemed to bother the cadets, at such astonishing work!
Chester Arlington nearly collapsed.
;who could find no practical method of meeting it.
"Diel
yon see that?" cried Fred Stark.
Still the visitors fumbled occasionally, and it seemed
"Did I see it?" whispered Chester. "I'm wonderthat every fumble proved costly.
·
.
:The visitors grew angr)'., too, and roughed it, which ing if I didn't dre2.m it!"

.
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"J.;m't it just like him! He's always doing some- liked her, in spite. r;:if the fact that her brother was a
thing like that! Now hear the fools howl over him!" cad, her mother a hanghty, cold woman, and l:J.er
. "Why, I don't believe a tackle like that was ever father a man who, it was said, had made millioru by
rr ade before in the history of the g-ame !" said Arling- crooked clea.ls in railroad stock.
ton.
He did not have much f!me then to wonder how it
happened
that Chester ArlingtGn had lipt been awa.r~
Dick's amazing work seemed to put new spirit into
of
his
sister's
presence at 'the party. The ~earn lined
the team, for it gathered and held fast on the next
up, and Dick heard the signal. Then his whole mind
assault of the Trojans.
was
given once more to the work before him.
The half was nearly over, and the visitors knew it.
The Trojans were desperate, and they soughU.tQ
They were getting w<'rried, and that very woniirnent
sweep everything before th.em. But Dick it was whQ
led them into still another fumble.
This time it was Smart who bobbed up from some- plunged through their excellent '.interference and
downed the runner with a 1oss.
where and got the ball.
"Wouldn't that kill you. to death!" . gaspecl F red
"Great horn spoon!" gasped Buckhart, wiping the
Stark.
"I do believe they are going to keep the 'I'todirt. and sweat from 11is face. "This yere is worse
than being run over by a herd of stampeded cattle. It jans from scoring!"
"They can't! they can't!'.' grated Chester Arlington,
is, I know! But we're still on the turf, you bet your
thinking
of the money he had bet on the ga.me.
boots!"
But the ball. we:-.t to Fardale on downs. The tackles
Another attack was made 'with a slight gain. It
vvere
shifted back into the places of the regular haJfwas a terrible assault and Kent went down and out.
backs. There was a hush, a panse, a straining-the·
They had to carry him ' from the field.
·
ball
was pasi;ed.
During the delay something led Dick to reach in and
Dick Merriwell, who had been a right-tackle, went
feel for the locket. He found it in place, but it felt
out of the line like a flas.h and darted across, receiving
rather odd, so he drew it out.
the ball while on the run.
.
To his amazement, it was open!
On the opposite side of the line Darrell and BuckSometime during the strnggle it had sprung open
hart
were making an opening. The line held well,
of its own accord. Perhaps the hidden spring that
and
Dick
came out throttgh that opening between the
opened it had been touched.
right end and right-taekle.
Dick looked into it, and before him he saw the tiny
O'Hara tried to bring him down, but Dick: made a
pictured face of a handsome, high-bred girl.
nimarkable jump to one side, and the fu1gers of the
The locket contaiHed the picture of June Arlington!
11.alf-back brushed bis clothes but missed gripping him.
Away like ¥1 arrow from a bow · darted Dick.
Up rose the cadets once more and howle<l madly for
CHAPTER XI.
the runner.
JUNE.
·w hite as a sheet .and · shaking in every limb, Fred
Stark
watched what was taking place.
Dick's head w::is in a whirl when the time came for
play to be resumed. The picture in the locket had
been a revelation to him. Now he knew why it was
that the langh of the "witch" had sounded natural.
The "witch" was none other than the si1iter of Chester
Arlington, Dick's bitterest enemy!
She had departed from Farctla!e two weeks before,
in company with her mother, but plainly something
had brought her back, and she had attended the mask
party at John Snodd's.
Never had Dick met a girl quite like June. He

L

Chester Arlington swore.
Dick bore off from Hawkings, who tried to cut ru
Nearer and
nearer drew the half-back of the enemy.
op him and force him out of bounds.

"He has him!" was the cry.
But suddenly, with a most amazing change of direction, without seeming to lose his speed, Dick da.rted
to' the right and passed behind 1 Hawkings.
Hawkings had been tricked, bNt he did not give up.

'•
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He seemed to shift his direction almost as easily as
Dick, and he couid run in a remarkable maimer.

He

was fairly abreast ·of young Merriwell, and he kept
bearing in to clri ve Dick over.
forty-yard · line, to the thirty-five, and then-Hark-

groaned Arlington.

' "Neither side will score!"
1-Ie vvas vvrong.

In Fardale three days?"

"What?
"Yes."

"But I have seen you,'' said June.

"That keeps them from scoring·!" exclaimed Stark.
settles the game!"

to see how you were behavii1g yourself here."
"That's odd! How long have you been here?"

"And I haven't, seen yon before?"

ings made a handsome flying tackle. .
Down Dick went~

,it

ac~ord

"Three days."

. fast the middle of the field they raced, on to the

"But

"Oh, mother just Jet me nm down of my own

Fardale lined up in a hurry, and

it was seen that Dick vvas going to try for a goal from
the field.

"!wish you to

come to Mr. Plnmmer's, where I am stopping, this

I have some things I wi sh to speak with you
about. You may not iike to hear of them, but I have
learned several things since coming here, and I think
a little t<:ilk will be for your benefit."
evenmg.

Chester swore imyardl{', but promised to call as she

Could he make it?

•

had directed.

,T hey cheered him h1;;tily, and then the uproar sub-

THE END.

sided.
Back went the ball, and Dick took it cleverly.
Th.a

Balancing himself perfectly, he kicked.

~ext

Number (344) Wiii Contain

There was a great craning of necks, silence-then,
pandemonium.
The goal had been made, and it '\Y on the game.

Dick

~1errri\veU's

Trust;

'With only two minutes of play left, the Trojans
DR,

could not score, although they fought like demons.
F ardale had won this game. as

~she

bad won others,

by a field goal kicked in a time of emergency by Dick

FRIENDSHIP TRUE AND TRJED.

Merri well.
As they lifted him to their shoulders to bear him
from the field, Dick saw in the grand stand a girl who
was waving the Fardale colors and looking straight
at him, laughing with joy.
I t was June Arlington.

*

*

*

You can't afford to miss it!

It wms

111

a walk!

More about that New Girl-and in the words of Brad
Buckhart, "Aint she a wonder, you hear you gently
gargle!" There was a time, a few centuries ago,
when people believed in charms, charms that gave good

*

*

*

*

\Vith his hea(l. down, feelini blue and savage, Chest er Arlington was walking from the field when he
heardi 1is name called. He started and wheeled about.
"June?" he exclaimed, incredulously, staring at the
stylishly-dressed girl who was hurrying after him.
"Yes," she laughed.
"vVasn't that a perfectly'
splendid game! \Vhy, you don't look a bit happy
<fver it!"
"\iVhere in the world . did you come from?" he
asked, amazed.

iuck or warded off evil.

If you had told Dick Merri-

well, two weeks ago, that such things existed he would
have laughed in your face.

But he wont laugh to-day.

Just read about that Q1armed Locket which the Witch
gave him at Farmer Snodd's Barn Dance. Maybe we
don't rank among th! faithful believers in charms.
But, say, there was something in that Locket that
worked wonders and 'helped win that football game.
Just put your thought-factory around the next story
and see if you don't agree with Dick in the matter.
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APPLAUSE NOTICE.
It has been truly said that the Applause Column is 'r ead
the world over. Th e first reason fo r this vast popularity
is because the column appears in what is universally admitted to be the king of all published weeklies,

.

The

Wioo~r

.

of the 6rand Prize at the Paris

T I P TOP

Worl~'s

Fair
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But the second reason is just as important and cogent,
namely, t he high excellence of the letters _written by our
readers, which appear in this coltmm. Indeed, these letters have been so highly praised that Street & Smith,
always anxious to serve and benefit their great public,
have decided to offe r twelve valuable prizes fo r the twelve
best letters received from Tip Top readers in the next six
months. T hese twelve pri zes will be

T W ELVE GOL D FOUNTAIN PENS
of the hig hest grade.
Now, then, all our ambitious young letter writers will
bP. anxious to win one of these fine prizes. All you have
to do is to follow these directions :
Write a letter to Ti p T op Weekly, discussing any featu re of the famo us publi cation, its characters, plots, athletics, contests, tournaments or anything that impress~s
you especially; then write across the top of it "Prize Letter," and send it to Street & Smith. So that the contest
may be absolutely fai r, the readers of Tip T op are to act
as judges, and the letters which receive the greatest number of votes will be awarded the prizes. Come on now,
boys and girls ! Show us which one of all our young
Shakel\peares are the best letter writers.

PRIZ E LETTER NO. ll.
I see where you offer pri zes to the ones that write you tbe
best letter concerning the T ip T op W eekly, fo r which I will
endeavo r to try. I have been reading Tip Top ever since the
fi rst book on baseball has been out, and I find there are no
greater books of its kind p rinted that can do a boy as much goo d
as the Tip Top vVeekly, and if.every boy foll ows the examples
of Dick and Frank i.\!Ierriwell, it would su rely do them good.
The best book of all is that one wh ere the boys win the pennant
and get thei r g reateg t enemy out of the way. Black Bar and
"Snowflake Charl ey" and " P izen Bill" proved to be of great
se r vice in keeping th e Tip T op boys out of danger, but you will
have to give all the credit to F ran k Merriwell, for if he had not
had as cool a h ead as he has the T ip T op boys would not have
won the pennant. I hope that I will read in one of the Tip Top
books where Frank has married Inza and be happy forever
and a lso hope t hat Bart and Elsie will soon fo llow their t racks'.
I think, too, that F elccia has proven to be a fai thful sod to all
the .Tip Top bOJ'.S. an.cl especially toward Dick. I will close now,
hop mg that I will wm one of the prizes awarded.
CHAS. VACCARO.
Memphis, T enn.
A long letter fr om a Southern boy, and a good one, telling us
what he t hinks of T ip T op. He hopes to win a prize. That
rests with t he read ers.

.

NO. I2.
It gives me pl easu re to compliment you on 1 the remarkable
success of th e Tip Top \.Yeekly. There a re so many in fe rior
weekly publications on the market at the present time that it is
not strange a paper of this kind should be recognized as the
best, and yet its growth has been so marked and fa r reaching
t hat it cannot bu t occasion su rp rise. I have found its iss ues in
th e smallest country towns, where even the standard magaz ines
were not sold. The secret cf its success lies in the fact that
while it is interesting an d in a certain sense exciting, it is devoid
of the cheap, trashy elements which enter into so many of its
rivals. The sto ri es furnish ideal s of the highest character, and
are wri tten in such a clean, li felike and energetic mann er that
they create a desire to emulate the characteristics afld achievements of its heroes, and warn its readers against the dange n1 attending un wholesome vices and passions. It sets forth a 'true
type of morality, in a vi gorous, manly setting, and contrasts undesirable and vic ious t raits of character so sharply that the
reade r cannot but sec and be benefited by t he contrast The Tip
Top is doing a missionary work, its object being to create a clean,
vigo rous, athktic, manly t :y pe of American youth; the type
that succeeds and is a benefit to a commun ity. No work is dese rving of hi gher praise or is, perhap s, more n eeded,. in th ese
days. T he average American boy is all oi the above to start
wit h, but too often we are apt to follow attractive dissipations in
yari ons 'forms, until cha racter and health arc undermined, and
then missionary work of this kind is needed. "An ou nce of prevention is worth a pound of cure," and if we all fo llow t he
poin ters set forth in T ip Top we will not ·become the miserable
wrecks so often seen on our st reets, but will be liked and respected by all with whom \\'P come in contact. . The T ip Top is
also doi ng a great work by its liberality in enco uragi ng athletics,
both by offering prizes fo r competition and through Prof. F ourmen's columns, and is adding lo its 'p res tige everj'where by this
departmen t. T hose who are clean and active in body are apt
to poss~ss like mental qualities. 1\Iay the Tip Top con tinue to
be th e grand success it has become and extend its in fluence over
the whole world, as it richlndeserves. I tru st there is not too
much of the above', as what I have said has been sincere, and I
am su re there are many who ag ree wit h me. Yours tru ly,
E . A. BURTON.
Everett, Mass.
No, not a word too much, but enough to let us and many
others know what T ip Top is doing to make its name stand fo r
everythin g that is good all over th e count ry. L etters such as
this, coming in all the time, so f,ull of admiration for T ip T op's
sterling worth, make us fe el that our efforts to help the Ameri can
youth are being appreciated. This is, indeed, one to etand well
up on the prize list, being ;.i concise, straightforward, manly letPRI ZE LETTER
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ter, and one that it wouM be hard to eclipse. You are no superfici al judge, but a far·se eing one, and we thank you for your
sincere and impa rtial praise.
l'R!ZE

LETTER NO. 13.

Tl:t.e fir st Tip Top that I read was No. 225. I liked it so well
that I got all the back numbers J ake had, and have been readi ng
theru si ne@. I think Dick is an ideal American, and an example·
for all boys to follow. Hal Darrell, Felecia, Zona, Doris, and the
l;>oys, are all right. I think H. F. Ch il ds' idea is all ri ght, too.
:Baseball in Mad River was very dirty except by Tip Te>ps, who
always play clea n ball. Hans and the Irish youth are all ri ght.
The boys played in hard luck with bad u,mpiring, but for all that
tl;ey ?inii;hed tip top. Such men as Bradford shou ld not be il\,
lll'\,Y b<1,.5eball le~~ue. I remain a fa ithful rrod er of Tip Top,
R. H. LIVI NGSTON.
Nashua, N . rt.
A good letter from a nother contestant, who seems to be a
sta-nch friend to Tip Top. Pleas_e send your st reet a,.dclress.

l will writt and say how much I think ~f the T ip T op
W ~dklies. TJiey a re fine books. I have just fini shed No. 336. I
have r ea d th em fo r a yea r , and am glad they are at Fardale
again. I a m sol't"y "Snowflake Ch?.rlie" was Black Bob, for I was
much il'lterestsd in him, h·o ping h'e nrould be a re formed gentleman. I don't like Doris as well :i-s Felicia. I am glad Inza
and Elsie settled their m!ltter to suit them selves, and I long for
the book of their ma rriage. I th ink in one way Mad Mose gave
Bradford h is just deserts. Hoping to hear from th em again
sopn, that is, the boys, I will close, with. best wii;h es to Burt
L. $t1maish. ,Thvee cheers fo i- Dick, Felecia, Frank, Inza, Ba1i,
Elsie, Hal. Doris, Brad, Zona. I will close as a Tip Top adm irer.
GOLDIE STEWART.
Kentin~Ohio.
Another TiJ? Top friend heard from, :ind one who seems to
take k~n intuest in each character. Keep up your enthusiasm,
and we all jc.in with yoN 111 three ch eers for the Merriwell boys
and their friends.
First comes Frank, 1111yal, brnve and true;
~ext comes Dick-he's o ur hero, too.
TJien come' lnza, qu een of ni ght;
She will figkt fo r what is always right.
Then comes Bart-ho's "trne blue;"
N' ext COiilCS Elsie-she's a E100d one, too.
Then comes Doris, with golden hair ;
Tlien out walks Hal to see the fair.
:Next comes big Bob Singleton, who is right;
1'ht1~ co mes Brad Buckhart, who is r eady to fight.
N ext co mes Ted Smart to spin his jokes,
.. That Billy Bradley says bother other folks .
Next ~o m es Felecia- she is brave;
I t is l)i ck i;he hopes to save.
Then comes Zona Pesmond-she's a flirt;
But this Brad Buckhart don't assert.
JOHN J. ELBINGTON.
Atlanta, Texa~. ·
W P.ll, that's all true,
A1~d true blue, roo;
£0 good for you,
Whatever you do.
Seeing no letters frQm my town, I tfionght I would write and
let you kn ow hO\y much we appreciate Tip Top. I like Frank,
:Dick, J ack, Bruce, Bart, Harry and the rest of his-Frank'schums. I wi sh that I could get the Tip Top out here more regularly. Three cheers for Frank and all his chums, and Burt L.
C. S. STRAHAN.
Pi,mclee, Natal.
"l:i.d to heq,r from you, and that all the characters please you so
1'1'1~Gb. The Merriwell boys nave proven themselves great favori te~ in a.I! parts of the globe.

-,Although I am a senior in Cornell College, I t&ke as much
d.elight in following the fortunes of the hero of Tip Top as
w hen I was a mere boy. I have read Tip Top from No. I to
~ m9st receut n umber, and _wish all my frien d s to know: how:

much I have enjoyed them. I never expect to grow too old
to enjoy the thril'Iing tale of the college days of the Merriwell
boys, as it \~ill always bring to mind the happy days whi ch I
Epent in college, and the many exciting games on the gridiron
and ball diamond in which it has been my good fortune .to take a
part. Hoping that you will give this an early publication, and
that those o f my college friends who are not already readers
of Ti p Top may soon make the acquaintance of Dick and his
'vVALTER ]. WARD.
co mpan ions.
11-I t. Vernon, Iowa.
Surely you could find no fitter or finer record of school and
coll ege days and doings than contained in Tip Top. May you
always enjoy Tip Top luck.

I am an ardent admirer of Tip Top Weekly, and have been
reading them ever since th ey started to come out, in 1896. I was
glad to see that Frank got Inza, and Bart, who is "true blue,"
got Elsie, and I am sure he will make her a fine hu sband. Please
publi sh t his in the Applause Column, and I will close, with
three cheers fo r Frank, Dick, Bart and Brad Buckhart. Yours,
T. HOGAN.
Ceveland, O hio.
Glad to hea r fr~m one of our enthusiasts. Many thanks for
your wa rm praise. of Tip Top.
I have read Tip T op for nearly four years, and think it is
the best book published. I have read many other books, but
th ey can't come up to Tip Top. I buy it every week, and a fter
I have read it I can hardly wait for next Friday to come. Three
cheers fo r Tip Top and But L. Standish. I am, respectfully
THEODORE SMITH.
your s,
B rooklyn, N. Y.
That is right. Make Tip Top one of your cheri shed books,
and you will have no cause for regret.
..-----,.,
• As I have never seen anything from our town, I will write
a few lines. I have r ead Tip Tof from No. 280, and I th ink it the
admire our heroes, Frank and
fin est weekly ever publ ished.
Dick Merri wel l. They a re just splendid. I adm ire Inza and
Elsie, and also littl e Felecia. Pizen Bi ll and Snowflake Charley
have crossed the divide, and I think Rawdin Bradford will be
n ext to cross over. I li ke the Mad River stories, but I will be
glad when they get back to Fardale. I like Brad Buckhart and
Ted Smart. So with these few .Jines, I will dose1 wishing Tip
Top and Street & Smith a long and happy life. I remai n, a
B. W.
Tip Top reader as long as it comes out,
Van Buren, Ark.
Glad to hear from you, and that Tip Top is one of your
weekly diver sions. Your Fardale friends are all together again,
so we c.an look for some great games of. football, Dick Merriwell
well in the lead .
I have read a gGod many Tip Tops, and think them the boy's
best paper. Burt L. is certainly a great author. Frank and
Dick are two of a kind. I like the baseball stories, and like to
r ead about Dick at school, and about the football games. Obed iah Tubbs, Brad, Hal, Dan and Ted Smart are all right. I will
close, as I have taken up enough valuable space in your paper.
Best regards to Burt L ., S treet & Smith, Dick and all his chums.
A TIP TOP ADMIRER.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Your opinion is one of many in regard to Tip Top 1 but the one
they all give is that it is all right.

)

I am a steady r eader of yo ur well-known publication, Tip
Top, although I am a Canadian and far away, too. ·would you
kindly oblige me by letting me know prices of the three following
articles: No. 226--"Curved Pitching, and How T9 Do It;"
No. z68--"Accuraey and Strategy in Pitching:;" No. 270-"SciI am a catcher for a juvenile team in this
entific Batting."
city, and would be very much obliged if you would send me the
price of th!'; book. Al$o, will you please send me some baseball
posters to advertise our game, and which you have advertised
free in Tip Top No. 331? Than~ing you in advance, and wishing the Tip Top a. prosperous career, I remain, yours truly,
A. P. GARVEY.
Vancouver-, B. C.
.The n\l'fllber s of which you speak are five cents each, and can
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be procured by writing to Street & Smith. As the baseball season
is over we are sending no more posters, but will forward the
new football ones.
I wish to write you and tell you how I enjoy your paper every
wi;ek. I look fonrnrd to the day that it comes to our post
office with a great deal of anticipation. I am greatly interested
in the doings of Frank Me rri well. He is my ideal of a man,
strong of will and purpose, and afraid of no one. I think Bruce
is also a fine character. I take lots of magazines and pape rs,
but I don't enj ciy any of them nearly as well as I do the Frank
Merriwell stories. I am engaged in the sale of music at this
place, and do quite a large bu siness. Hoping to sec this in print,
and wishing you all kinds of success, I beg to remain. very sincerely yours,
HARRY H . CATE.
Anita, Iowa.
With an ideal in your mind that FRANK MERRIWELL fits
in real ity, your aims and aspirations mu st be of the best. He
and DICK are certainly the best models of the American boys
t!1at one can have. Diffe rent in some respects, but. in their manlm ess the same.
Seei ng no letters from thi s city, and wishing to express my
opinion concerning the Tip Top, I now, in as few words as
possible, will tell you what I thin k of it. Although I am a girl, 1
I enjoy reading it just as well as any boy. It is the best weekly
that ever was published, a1~d there fa not one that can surpass it.
Dick Merriwell certainly is a wonder on the diamond, and the
way he wins applause from the people is astonishing. I hope
that Dick will succeed in capturing Doris, as she is my favorite.
·well, I see my letter is getting long, and not wishing to take
• too much room in th e Applause Column, I will close now, hoping
to see this in print before long. Three ch ee rs for the Tip Top
and all pertaining to it, and best success to Burt L. Standish.
Batavia, Ill.
A DoJUs ADMIRER.
Our girl admirers are always welcome additions to the Applause Column. Let us hear your views on Tip Top again.
I have been reading your valuable weekly since it started, and I
think Tip Top is a splendid name fo r it. I hope Dick and
Hal will become fast friends and will ·do th eir best to make
their opponents on the gridiron th is fall look like thi rty cents.
I think Doris is a very noble girl and Feiecia also. I have ben efited a great deal by reading your weekly, and that is the reason
I write to let you know what I think of it. Hmra h for dea r old
Fardale; that Dick may make hef prot!d this fall! I guess I
will close, and remain,
AN ADMIRER OF DICK.
Brooklyn, N. Y.
They all say it-that Tip Top is well named. Yes, we shall
expect some g reat work from the football players this fall.
Watch out for them.
The fir st T ip Top I ever read was No. 274, "Frank Merriwell's
or, The Contents of the Oil skin Envelope." I have
read all since No. 274. Tip Top deserves its name. I am
sorry to see Frank's friends break up in New York, but I hope
they will spring a surprise on Frank when he is coaching Fa rdale. Vlill you pfease tell me if you have the first numb er of Tip
To¢ I want to see how Frank entered Fardale. I cannot get
it from any newsdealer here. Hoping to sec this in print, I
remain, your friend,
OWEN GLOVER.
Harvard, Ill.
Glad that Tip Top is one of your favori tes. You can procure
any back numbers by sending direct to Street & Smith.

S ~prise;

I have read all the Tip Top V\Tceld ies from No. I to the
present date, an d think it the best weekly published.
Mauch Chunk.
M. RICH ARD.
Thank you for your praise of Tip Top.

1

I am president of the D. D. C.-meaning "Dick and Doris
Club"-a club of ten girl s varying in ages fro m twelve to
eighteen. Oh, how we hope that Dick, ou r hero, will marry
Doris, our beloved heroine. We think little Felecia .the girl for
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Hal Darrell, but not for Dick. Should Dick marry Felecia, our.
club will break up with weeping and wailing and gnashing of
teeth, for we will ne\·er, neve r change its name to the "Dick and
Felecia Club." And I think most of us would almost hrte
Felicia-who is now our second favo rite-for having won Dick
from his true love, Dciris. Perhaps you will be interested to
know that two weeks ago, at a dub meeting, we took up a vote as
to whether Dick should marry D'oris or Felecia. The vote was
unanimous, not one exception, Doris, and notl1ing had been said
to prej udic.e them in Doris' favor. I t was simply that the girls
had read the Tip Tops, and judged for themselves, and a week
later we called a most important meeting, that the gi rls had
prepared fo r beforehand. Then papers were read setting forth
perfectly fairly, with arguments for both sides, the Doris-Felecia
controve rsy. Every girl had preparM a paper, and some were
quite long, an d explained the whole case, and there was no unfairness toward Felecia, and no favori ti sm toward Doris. And
then the gi rls voted again, and the. resul t was the same as
before-every one of us a stanch Dorisite. And then, as we no
longer had to state the case impartially, we made little impromptu
speeches until our enthusiasm over Doris waxed so great that
we made things lively generally, and wi~hed all sorts of drea dful
things might happen to Dick Merriwell if he didn't love . and
marry our favorite-golden-ha ired Doris, the noblest, sweetest
prettiest gi rl of all. I know this letter is pretty long, but. ;ill th~
D. D. C. hopt: to see 1t pubhshed. Three cheers for Dick and
Doris, who are made for each other!
MARJORIE L. WENTWORTH,
President D. "D. C. •
Truly a great club, organized fo r a great purpose, to choose the
girl fo.r our young hero, Dick. It is an important question, and a
most 111terest111g one, but tpo early in the day for us to know
what will the an swer be. They are all very youni-Dick only a
schoolboy, but fo rming now the foundation for !>tis future work.
He, as well as Doris and Felecia, are all deserving of the best and•
when we see who will be the .one, we w.ill want all Tip Toppers,
as well as partisans, to say with one voice they are satisfied and
well pl eased. Let us hear. frnm your club again. You are a very,
enterpnsmg young orga111zat10n.
I have read the TiJ? Top Weekly from No. I to present issue,
and only ha ve one ob)ect1on; that is that I have to wait too long
for the nex.t number. Of Frank's friends, I like Hodge and
Ready; of Dick's, Buckhart and Singleton. :fledge is hot-headed
an d high-tempered, but he is 0. K. Buckhart is "wild and
woolly," but he gets th ere, all the same. I see 111 · a
good many books there are some "mule-headed" fellows
who try to run down Hodge. V/ho is it that has always
stood up for Frank and is ever ready to fight his battles? I suppose tho se fellows will change their minds in time. I will close
now with success to Burt L., and all Tip Top admirers.
Birmingham, Ala. .
MALCOLM DABNEY.
You are evidently a warm advocate of the Merriwell boys and
tpeir chums. They are fine examples an d interesting friends to
hear about, an d we do not wonder that you find but one issue of
Tip Top not enough for one week.
I have not seen any appiause from any of these colonies, but I
am writing to let you know that some of us around here have
formed a society, which is called "Frank Merriwell Club." I am
the secretary of the same. We all admire Frank and, in fact, all
his. fnends. We have read all the books we can get about hi.m,
11nd all have been read over twice. Now, you have started with.
Dick, we get all the books regularly, and they are read thro ugh
with interest, and the coming week is looked forward to so as
we can get the next issue. We wish Dick, Frank and all of them
success from Victoria. If you can find space to put this in, will
you please do so. Yours sincerely,
C. G. MACGOWAN,
Brunswick, Melbourne, Australia.
Sec. F. M. C.
It is a great pleasure to hear from you boys in Australia, and
to fee! that Tip Top is a source of interest - and, amusement
among you. Though far away from the Merriwells' field of acti on, you can concern yourselves as much with their affairs as the
boys near home. Let us hear from you again, and soon, with full
accounts of your club. You h ave chosen a good name for it,
and one which should inspi re great achieve!llents •
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AtlD OTHER FOOTBALL F&ATURIS
WILL Bf! POUND EVERY WE.EK IN

T·
C.rimsop Tigers (Baltimore, Md.), o; Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), IO.
Crimson Tigers--Hilbert, r. e.; B. Hooper, r. t.; Robems, r. g.;
Campbell, c.; H.- Bedh.all, I. g.; Scheller, I. t.; Gregory, I. e.; J.
Johns(Jn, q .. ; !14urray, r. h. b.; W. Bricdhall, I. h. b.; Hatton, f. b.
Montford A. C.-W. Deaver, r. e.; W. Bond, r. t.; H. Emery,
r. g.; ]. Tucker, ~.; A. Hohman, I. g.; Wilkinson, I. t.; J. Smith,
1. e.; $. 'Praster, q.; T. l\1arshall, r. h. b.; H. Hofmeister, I. h. b.;
Dick Cooper, f. b. Manager-Campbell.
~riruson Tigers (Baltipore, Md.), 6; Fayette A. C. (Baltimore,
,
Md.), o.
Crimson Tigers-(Regular team). :Fayette A. C.-(Refused to
give line-up).
Crimson Tigers (Baltrmore, Md.), ~7; Highland A. C. (Highlandtown, Md.), ro.
Crimson Tigers-( Regular team). Highland A .. c;.-L. Lang,
r. e.; H. Smith, r. t.; L. Louis, r. g.; Dix, c.; H. Lang, I. g. ;
Rogeys, I. ~·; H. L~uis, I. e.; P. Smitln, g.; Welsh, r. h. b.; Riord&n, I. h. b.; Dewitt, f. b. Maooger+-Campbell
Crimson

Tig~rs

(Baltimore, Md.), II; Whirlwinds (Highlandtown, Md.), o.
Crimson Tigel'S-(Regub.r team). Whirlwinds-:Froggie, r. e.;
Hicks, r. t.; Bt1rk'e, r. g.; Slick, c.; Renner, I. g.; Reiter, I. t.;
Hihuy, I. e.; Wells, q.; Hunt, r. h. b.; Dooley, 1 h. b.; Danner,
£. b. Manager-Campbell.
S~ub (Philadelphia), o; Ttp Top (Philadelphia), 35.
Serub-R. Eberly, r. e.; +,. MacCambridge, r. t.; J. O'Hart, r.
K;; _g. ,Martin', c..; Y. Davis, I. g. ; L. Beck, I. t.; A. Lumely, I. e.;
r. rttcl}ma.n, q.; M Jor>.es, r. h. b.; R. Wolfe, I. h. b.; K Roan,
f. b. Tip To;i-R. Nagel, r. e.; A. Maclntire, r. t.; W. Staupher,
r. g.; H. Wright, c.; J. Warner, I. g.; C. H,ughes, I. t.; W. Eberly,
I. ¢,; N. Eberly, q.; P. Miller, r. h. b,.; A. Scheldon, I. a. b.; L.
Wright, f. b. Manager-Louis Wright.

Scrub (Philadelphia), o; Tip Top (Philadelphia), 30.
, Sorub-(Regular team). Tip Top-R. Nagel , r. e.; A. M;icIntire, r. t.; W. St~uJ$er, r. g.; H. Wright, c.; J. Warner, I. g.;
C. Hnghc s, I. t.; W. Eberly, I. e.; N. Eberly, q.; P. Miller, r. h. b.;
A. Scheldon, I. h. b.; L. Wright, f. 'b. Manager-Louis Wright.
Montford A.. ei. (Baltimore, Md.), 26; M. A. C. Scrub (Baltin'lore, Md.), o.
Montford A. e.~;Tohn :311)ith, r. e.; Wilkinson, r. t.; A. Hohman. r. ~·: Jo~ Tooker, e.;
Emer7, 1. g.;
~onil., r, t. > w.
De~_ver, ~
S_ii111. Pe~ster, q.; Tom M&rSh?-11, r. h. b.; f{. Hof~
meister, I. h. ~· , Dick Copper, b. M. A. C. Serab-Levy, r. e. ,
M:)chaels, r. t.; B. Horn~y, r. g.; Campbell, c.; ]. Horney, I. g.;
)iteyers, I. t.; :r!Jvans, I. e. ;~ C. Ho~eister, q.; May, r. h. b.;
Brightwell, I. h. b.; J. Hofmeisttr, f. b. Manager-Henry Hofmeister.

e.;

:a.

w.

r.

Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), 33; M. A. C. Scrub (Baltimore, Md.), o.
'
Montford A. C.-(Regular team). M.A. C. Scrub-Levy, r. e.;
Meyers, r. t.; Campbell, r. g.; Michaels, c.; Leonard, I. g.; May,
I. t.; Evans, I. e.; C. Hofmeister, q.; ·Brightwell, r. h. b. ; J.
Horney, I. h. b.; J. Hofmeister, f. b. Manager-Henry Hofmeister.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), ro; Crimson Tigers (Baltimore, Md.), o.
Montford A. C.-W. Deaver, r. e.; W. Bond, r. t.; H. Emery,
r. g.; ]. Tucker, c.; A. Hohman, I. g.; Wilkinson, I. t.; John
Smith, I. e.; Sam Peaster, q.; Tom Marshall, r. h. b.; L. Hofmeister, I. h. b. ; Copper, £. b. Crimson Tigers-Hilbert, r. e.;
B. Hooper, r. t.; Scheller, r. g.; Campbell, c.; H. Bridhall, I. g.;
Roberts, I. t.; Gregory, I. e.; John Johnson, q.; Murray, r. h. b.;
W. Bridhall, I. h. b.; Hatton, f. b. Manager-H. Hofmeister.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), r8; Lightning Rushers (Rosehill, Md.), o.
Montford A. C.-(Regular team). Lightning Rushers-(Refused to give line-up).
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), r6; Fayette A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), o.
Montford A. C.-(Regular team). Fayette A. C.-Meyers,
r. e.; Bauer, r. t.; Lutz, r. g.; Fink, c.; Kiehne, I. g.; Hill, I. t.;
Mills, I. e.; King, q.; Wiessner, r. h. b.; Peatow, I. h. b.; Applegate, f. b. Mariager-H. Hofmeister.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md), ~; Electric A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), o.
•
Montford A. C.-(Regular team). Electric A. C.-Baer, r. e.;
Shaeffer, r. t.; Hohn, r. g.; Smith, c.; Mills, I. g.; Cooper, I. t.;
Mc Vey, I. e.; Wq.les, q.; ~nitker, r. h. b.; Sny.,der, I. h. b.; Platz,
f. b. Manager-H. Hofmeister.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), 17; Lakewood A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), o.
Montford A. C.-(Regular team). Lakewood A. c;.-Seifert,
r. e.; O'Maile, r. t.; Barre, r. g.; Murphy, c.; Mules, I. g.; Moore,
I. t. ; Hagel, I. e. ; More, q. ; Wells, r. h. b.; Pedro, I. h. b. ; Green,
£. b. Manager-Henry Hofmeister.
Montford A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), 27; Highland A. C. (Baltimore, Md.), o.
Montford A. C.-(Regular team). Highland A. C.-H. Lang,
r. e.; H. Smith, r. t.; Lewis, r. g.; Dix, c.; L. Lang, I. g.; Mills,
I. t.; Frt'>ught, I. e.; Richards, q.; De\vitt, r. h. b.; Shackelford,
1. h. b. ; Riley, f. b. Manager,..,.,:flenry Hofmeister.
Resolute A. C. (New York City), 12; Eagle F. C. (Wakefield,
N. Y.), o.
Resolµte A. C.-George Wilson, r. e.; Leo Reuther, r. t.; J.
Edwards, r. g.; L. Oakes, c.; W. Heath, I. g.; C. Bonay. I. t.;

J.
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Brennao, I. e.; Edw. Bloe-k, q.; F. Poser, r. h. b.; H. Bell, I. h.
b.; J. Diaz, f. b. E<'.gle F. C.-H. Silvey, r. e.: G. Mosler, r. t.;
J. Brown, r. g.; S. Snyder, c.; F. Unger, 1 g.; E. Clark, I. t.; \V.
Turner, I. e.; \V. Herrimann, q.: A. JacJ.;son, r. h. b.; G. Clark,
I. h. b.; J. Sweeney, f. b. Manag;cr-S. Bondy.
IZesolute A. C., 22; Ridgewood A. C. (Ridgewood. N. Y.), o.
Resolute A. C.-(Regula r team). Ridgewood A. C.-T. i\Iullholand, r. e.; J. Dugan, r. t.; L. Corbett, r. g .; S. Tr~ason, c.;
H. Monroe, 1. g.; M. :Jones, I. t.; F. Stearn, I. e.; A. ~1ills, q.; F.
Burdette, r. h. b.; C. Condon, I. h. b.; L. Hager, f. b. ManagerM. Jon es.
B. Second (Brunswick, Mc.), o; Brnnswick (Brunswick, Me.), 24.
B. Second-Mcl\fillen, r. e.; Bucklin, r. t.; Runge, r. g.; Pbillip,
c.; Britton,!. g.; J~rd an, I. t.; C~rrbll? I. e. ; Ki~d, Bilter, q~; Treadwell, r. h. b., Cl.ishold, I. h. b., Staib, f. b. Brnnsw1ck-Fessler, r.
e.; Kaylor, r. t.; J. Shideler, r. g.; Krull,, \l\Thecler,c. ; Woodbri.dgc,
I. ',g.; Cooper, I. t.; . Steele I. e.; McCrea, q,; Olin, Davis, r. h. b.;
Kittle, I. h. b.; Bonham, . b. Manager-Snow.
Brunswick (Brunswick, l\Jc.), 24; Bruns\\<ick 2d (Brumwick,
Me.), o.
Brumwick-(Regular team). Brunswick 2d-Md.1illen, r. e.;
Buckl in, r. t.; Runge, r. g.; Phillip, e.; Britton, I. g.; Jordan, I. t.;
Carroll, 1. e.; Kidd, Bilter, q. ; Treadwell, r. h. b ..; Chifiholm,
I. h. b.; Staub, f. b. l\IanagtH-Snow.
Brunswick (Brunswick, Me.), 34; Brainerd (Topsham, Me.), o.
Brnnswick-(Regular team). !lrainerd-Reilly, r. c.; Pierceall,
r. t.; Rourke, r. g.; Danahey, c.; Clarkson, I. g.; Egan, Wade,
I. t.; Je.cobs, I. e.; Mullally, q.; l\Iaher, r. h. b.; Dillon, I. h. b.;
McGovern, f. b. Manager-Snow.
Brunswick (Brun swick, Me.), 33; Perham (Lisbon, Me.) , o.
Brunswick-(Regular tei'lm). Perham-CottoM', r. e.; Larsson,
r. t.; Cowing, r. g.; Haggerty, c.; Clark, I. g. ; \Nashburn, I. t.;
Thomas, I. e.; Saunders, q.; Keone, Fogy, r. h. b.; Thyng, I. h. b.;
Palmer, f. b. Manager-Snow.
Brunswick (Brunswick, Me.), 98; Pick Up (Brunswick, Me.), o.
Brunswick-(Regular team). Pick Up-Buckingham, r. e.;
Crawford, r. t.; Green, r. g.; Douglas, c.; \.\l'ert, 1. g.; Jaooagin,
I. t.; Kingman, I. e.; Taylor, q. ; Beene, r. h. b.; Cox, I. h. b.;
H ollopete, £. b. Manager-Snow.
West Rough Riders (West 12th St., N. Y.), II; Jackson, Jrs
(Jackson Square, N. Y.), o.
West Rough Riders-C. S. Strong, r. e.; J. Toohey, r. t.; J.
Mansfield: r. g.; G. Mansfield, c.; J. Ford, I. g.; Robert Buchana11,
I. t.; C. Haxley, I. e.; T. Halpin, q.; J. McGill, r. h. b.; J. Thomas,
I. h. b.; J. Hoxley, f. b. Jackson, Jrs.-\V. Turner, r. e.; A.
Bake!', r. t.; J. Turner, r. g.; W. Simpson. c. ; J. Mannin~ I. g.;
S. J. Coppi, I. t.; W. S. Shelvin, I. e.; J. J ohnson, q.; S. l<arrell,
r: h. b.; J. lsaasic, I. h. b.; W . Thompson, £. b. tlfanager-A.
B;;.ker.
Tip T op Terrors (Valley Falls, R. I.), 27; Tigers (Loosdale,
R. I.), o.
Tip TGp Terrors-0 .. Tucker, r. e.; F. Bottrgotte, r. t.; B.
Swo'.dj r. g.; H. Dt~ga5, c.; Faber, 1. g.; .A. Dugas, I. t.; J. Hel~ert,
1. ~-, . Laurel, q., C. Doyle, r-. h. b., C. Bannon, I. h. b,, A.
Tucker, f. b. Tigers-Martin, r. e.; Babbit, r. t. ; . Hale, r. g.;
Jones, c.; French, I. g.; Burns, I. t.; Muel, I. e. ; Lee, q.; Owens,
r. h. b.; Arnold, I. h. b.; Roy, f. b. M>ll.nag1:r-Geo. Bannon.
Boys of America (Ogden sburg, N. Y.), 78; R A. Scrubi
(Ogdensburg, N. Y.), o.
Boy5 of America-Larry Lock1in (capt.), r. e.; Lee Maverick,
r. t. ; Dick Dangerfield, r. g.; Grimesy, c. ; Chris Conway, I. g.;
ealeb Spaulding, I t.; Buck Badger, I. e.; Dick Carr, q.; foe
Rockwood, r. h. b.; Nick Parker, I. h. b.; Dart Keenan, f. b. R.
A. Scrubs-Will Fieldi'ng, r. e.; Capt. Brown (capt.), r. t.; Jack
Potter, r. g.; Ben Little, c.; G. Bean, 1. g.; Harry Perkins, I. t.;
Pete Jarvis, l. e.; Percy Cook, q.; S. Smith, r. h. b.; W. Murphy,
I. h. b.; Walter Mc Vean, f. b. Manager-Dart Keenan.
Tip To)'s (Carlis!~, Pa.), r2; East Streets (Carlisle, Pa. ), o.
Tiri Top-:Bealor, r. e.; Keller, r. t.; Cullings, r. g.; M. King,
c. ; J. King, J. g.; W. Dysert, I. t.; C. Dysert, ). e.; Fortney, '1·;
G-qihart, r. h. liJ. ; Sheek; I. It. b. ; Sh;;.nk, f. b. :East St.re<itBou~cn, r. ~; R. Snyder, r. t.; Cq.rbouk, r. g. ; :Rote, c.; C:. Snyder, I. g,; KellE!y, I. t.; F.. Snyder, I. e.; Spahr. ,q. ; Long, r. h. b.;
Forey, I. h. b.; Peters, f. b. Mana;er-Alvin Fertney.

Wallace A. C. (New Castle, Pa.), 15; New Castle FI. H. (New
Cast le, Pa.), 5.
Wall<JJ:e A. C.-Ralph Fo1,1lke, r. e.; Frank Harlan, r. t.; John
Knox, r. g.; Cook, e.; de ricleth, I. g.; lp gham, I. t.; Co11I1ery, I.
c.; Edmunds, q.; Hart (mgT.), r: h. b.; Spenser (capt.), I. h. b.;
Rcmly, f. b. New Castle H . S.-Brodbent, r. e.; Brown, r. t.;
\l\' ilson, r. ~ · ; Griffi th, t: .; .Fulton, I. g.; Callo, I. t.; Allen, I. e. ;
Bouser, q.; Hild<'brand, r. h. b.; D ot hot, I. h. b.; Logan, f. b.
i\Ianager-\V ;i,lter S. Ha rt.
Woodbi1~e (Baltimore, ]\Id.), 66; e)wl (Baltimore, Md.), o.
Wooduine-Clarkc, r. e.; Seibert, r. t.; La.ngeluettig (capt.),
r. g.; Hog:m, c.; Lamb, I. g.; Davis, I. t. ; L ee, I. e.; Harris, q.;
Chadwi ck, r. h. b.; Warnc:r, I. h. b.; Solloway, f. b. Owl-Mille_r,
r. e.; Hardy, r. t.; Stone, r. g.; Jones, c.; Adkins, I. g.; •D mrn, 1.
t.; Smith, I. <!.; Slavski, q.; Galvin (capt.), r. h. b.; Nash, I. h.
b.; O 'Brien, f. b. Mana gc r-Sollo~~·ay .
A. C. (MiT!ll1capolis, Minn.), 69; Crystals (Minneapolis, Min1;1.L o.
A. C.-Mcagher, r. e.; L. Hank, r. t.; Gleason, r. g.; Helin, c.;
Boa rdman, I. g.; Snell, I. t.; W . Hoagin s, I. e.; Schuller, q.; H.
Hodgins, r. h. b. ; La Pam, I. h. b.; E. Hank, f. b. C1ystals-J.
Dwyer, r. e.; K cin, r. t.; Smith, r. g.; Fontain, c.; Johnson, I. g.;
MyF011, I. t.; B . .Dwyer, , I. e.; Md<::iy, q.; Rounds, r. l•. b.; Larpcnter, I. h. b.; J acoe~, I. b. Managcr-E. J. Hank.
Cliftons (Charlestown, Mas>.), 6; Auburn (Charlestown,
l\fas1;.), o.
Cliftol'l s-H. Donnelly, r. e.; J. Sheehan, r. t.; W. ~o<1gle, r.
g.; J . McNamara, c.; J. Burns, I. g.; i'vr. Fineran, I. t.; J. Clemens,
I. e.; R. F. Neagle, q.; J. Hayes, !. h. b; C. Doherty, I. h. b.; T.
Lynas, f. b. Auburn-J. Callahan, r. e.; J. Hatton, r. t.; G. Graot,
I'. g.; D. Carr, c.; S. McN ulty, 1. g.; J. Kelly, I. t.; H. Fn:w, I. e.;
W. Mc~1anus, q.; W. Ri dd le, r. h. b.; S. McLaughlin, I. h. b.;
J. Toland, f. b. Managcr-R. F. N engle.
Amateurs (tliiddlet<!lwn, 0.), 22; Yasnkee Roads (Middletown,
0.), 0.
Amateurs-G. Sheets, r. e.; W. Graff, r. t.; J. Aue.i-, r. g. ; A .
Conklin, c.; D. Davis, J. g.; H . Bachman, I. t.; W. McC1Jrry, I. e.;
J. Sheldon, q.; C. Freeze, r. h. b.; R. B_airey, I. h. b.; F . Smitji,
f. b. Yankee Roads-F. Rogers, r. ¢.; R. Bolton, r. t.; R St1,1ebers, r. g.; F. Ru ssell, c.; G. Rernpey, I. g.; G. Rogers, I. t.; R.
Miller, I. e.; 'v\T. Monjar, q.; E. Hordcrp.an, r. h. b.; J.. Bachman,
I. h. b.; E. Graff, f. b. l\Ianager-J. C. Sheldon.
Tyler Place (St. Louis, Mo.), 5; Magonile (St. Louis, Mo.), o.
Tyler Place-Ernest Krutzeh, i'. e.; Oliver Hickel, i;. t.; Allen
Meppan, r. g.; John Lyle, e<; Ewall Lummi:m, I. g . .: Erskin Pitrnn , I. t.; Jim Bray, I. e.; Tod Rickert, q.; Julius Reinholdt, r. ti.
b.; Francis Maly, I. h. b.; Oliv!lr Grueter, f. b. Ma"goni'J.e-R.olla
Reinholdt, r. e.; Carl Eycell, r. t.; Alex. Brown, r. g.; Roy
Koken, c.; Louis KokCl'l, I. ~·; Percy Mephas, ). t.; Walter Mepha~ I. e. ; Armin Krutzch, q..; Herbert Sw;;.rth, r. h. b.; Dick
Leflich, I. h. b.; 01i-ver Swarts, f. b. Manager-Oliver Hickel.
Buckeye Rcgulan (Cleveland, 0 .), r8; Franklin Scrubs (Cleveland, 0.), 6.
Buckeye Regulars-\1\!ill a~ McDO\-~el, r. e.; GcQrge Hermac ,
r. t.; Nathan Ketcham, r. g.; Babe Cowley, c.; Wi!l.iam Cannon,
I. g.; Ralph Lily, I. t.; Ralph Saeger, l. e. ·; Walter Carinqn, q.;
Eddie Radom ski, r. h. b.; Dimii·e Radoms~i, I. h. b.; Harry Rothman, f. b. Franklin S'crub~-Frank Eowfc, r. e.; Ha.rry Bartles,
r. t. ; Bennie Chond, r. g.; Joe Net.r¢l, <::.; Samuel McFeeters, Lg. ;
Howard Strong, I. t.; Ralph :Riddle, I. e.; Frank Motte11, q.; Carl
Feidner, r . h. b.; Harry Taylor, I. h. b.: Edaie C11o'.l'lel, f. b.
Manager-Eddie Chanel.
Harvels (Cleveland, 0.), 27; Buckeyes (Cjevelarn;l, 0 .), 6.
Harv ~ l s-A. Hippler, •r. e..; E. Helms, r. ).. ; W. Faldtz, r. g. ;
P. Quill, c.; J. York, I. g.; G. York, I. l; A. Kim01iek, I. e.; E.
Talmon, l'l·; T. Som~ef'Ville, r. h. b.; J. Weir, I. J:i.. b.; F . H;;immer, f. b. Buckeye--J. Pows.o;iic, r. e.; N. Esp<;,r, r. t.; C. Hapner, r. g.; W. Cotton,, c.; A. ~bl~, I. g.; A. Filling, I. t. ; A.
Riedj.e, I. e.; A,. D anber, q.; E. La'!'P, r. h. b.; G. Lapp, I. h. b. ;
•
G. Shurger, f. b. Mana~er-C. W. }farvel.
Oakl;;.nd A. e:. O:~ayside, L. I.), 5; St. A)oysius (Brook!)"!!,
N. Y.), o.
Oa.klana A. C.-F. l38elke, r. e.; A. Ree, r. t.; C. SE!l!g11Patt, r .
g,; H. Ca!'l'lm<0>n, e.; G:. Roe,'J. g.; C. ~~ti!, I. t.; G. Clark (c;;.pt.),
I. e.; M. Otten, q.; J. JohnstOJ!I, Jr., r. h. b. ;, L. Roe, I. h. b.; J.
Haroms. f. b. St. Alo.vsius-(Ne line-ue) . Manaa:er--J. Terrier,

.
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tip Top Always Delivers the 6oods.
.

A Word to the WiseAnd One From the Winner s.
Tip Top-T he Best.
Tip Toppe rs-Non e Better.

/

Every body will be interested in reading this letter from
one of the victorious teams in o-..:r great Base Ball Contest. AH cannot be winners, but all can be players, and
to those who have worked the hardest and shown by
th~ir general standing what they have been doing, belongs the victory. Let us all take off our hats to them and
join in the longest and loudest of cheers for the winning
teams of the Tip Top Tournam ent. Read this letter and
let it spur you on to victory for yourselves.
Dear Prof. Fourmen: The Florodora baseball team of Hoboken,
N. J, acknowled ges the receipt of the baseball outfit, which they
received to-day, and words cannot 'express our thanks to you.
We think it is the most complete outfit ever worn by an amateur
team, and feel more than grateful to Prof. Fourmen as the winner of the baseball contest out of the many who sent in their
records. We feel more than confident, now, that with the repuTop
ta~ion of coming out as winners in League No. 2 in Tip
\V eckly baseball contest and with what we might well call
T:;> Top uniforms and general oc1tfits. The members of the
F lorodora baseball team are all readers of the Tip Top Weekly,
and hope by following the lessons given in the different departments to some dc.y become all-around athletes. Thanking you
ai;ain, we remain, Florodo ra baseball team.
WM. 0ELKERS, Manager.
Hoboken, N. ].
Prof. Fourmen: As I h~ve been a reader of the Tip Top
W eekly, and am interested in the advice you give, I wish to
a sk you a few questioils. I am fifteen years and two months old,
5 feet S inches in height, and my weight is lo8 pounds. How
much more should I weigh? Am I built all right for my age?
My legs are a little small. What should I do to n-.ke them
larger, or what exercise must I take? Hoping to hear from
you in the nPxt issue of the Tip Top Weekly, I will thank you
P. G. B.
very mulh to answer.
r. You should weigh 120 pounds.
2. Running and bicycle riding.
Prof. Fotirmen : I am sixteen years of age, and am 5 feet 9
inches tall in stocking feet. I am a great admirer of Dick and
Frank and next to them I like Bart Hodge, and then the way t!•c

boys play basebal l. I weigh 168 pounds. My records are as
foilows: 100-yards run, 12 4-5 seconds; running broad jump,
15 feet; standing broad jump, 7 feet 8 inches; high
jump, 4 feet. Are these very good? The only defect
use dumbbells
about me is ''stoop shouldcred ness." I
and the punching bag, but it does not seem to help me. I
want to play football, but cannot stand it. Please tell me someth ing that I can do so that I may play football. Please let me
know as soon as possible, through that great paper, the Tip Top.
Three cheers for all of Dick's and Frank's friends. I remain, a
!vioNEY.
con st~int reader,
Your records are good. Use of the dumbbells and chest
weights should, if systematic ally practiced, be a prevention against
stoop shoulders. If you are not strong enough to play football,
you should go into a good course of training, but not until you
were in robust health would I advise it. Be careful about staudin;; straight to remedy shoulders.
Prof. Fourmen: ' Will you kindly tell me approxima tely what
a' boy sixteen years old. and 5 fee( 1 ly,\ inches should weigh?
Also what is a good method for reducing weight? Hoping to
receive an answer, and thanking you for it beforehand , I am,
N ALA $IRRON.
A boy of your age and height should weigh 140 pounds. Go
into a general course of training to reduce, and som~ dieting is
necessary.
Prof. Fourmen: As I am interested in physical culture, I
take the liberty to ask a few questions. I am fifteen years six
months old, 5 feet 4 inches high, and weigh about 103 pounds.
How much more should I weigh? How long should I exerci3e
morning and night? 3. I am fairly strong-, and use four-poun d
dumbbells. Are these too heavy? Hoping to see this in t he next
\Veekly, I will close, thanking you in advance. Yours truly,
. ELBERT :'VIcLAUGULI:O..
For your height and age you should weigh about IIO to II 5
1.
pounds.
Exercise fur about twenty minutes to one-half hour, morn2.
ing and eYcning.
3. YOU should only use one-pound dumbbells .
Prof. Fourmen : I am sixteen years old, and 4 feet 7Y, inches
tall, weigh Sr pounds. Is two miles and a half in 13 minutes good
time? In the winter I hav e pains below my ankles when l run,
and I vractice rising on my toes every night. I will send my
developme nts later. Hoping to see this in the column. Yours
G. MACKAY.
truly,
Your weight should be increased by about twenty pounds.
For the pain in your ankles the toe exercise is good. Rub them
briskly with alcohol afterward .
Prof. Fourmen: As you are so kind as to answer questions, I
will ask a few. My measurem ents arc : Age. sixteen years four
months; height, 5 feet 7 inches; weight, l 14; neck, 13 inches;
upper arms, ro inches; forearms. 9Y, inches; chest, normal, 31
inches; chest, expanded, 33Y, inches; waist, 27Y, inches; thighs,
17 inches; calves, 12Y, inches. What points need developing
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most? What course of training do you advise? Is it better to
exercise with or without apparatus? Following a good course
of training, how long should it take me to gain proper proportions and be up to the average? Yours for health and strength,
•
A FR<END IN NEED.
Your weight is no.t ~nough for your height. Follovv my general course of training. Exercise with and without apparat11s,
as ~ combination is bett~. Some have, after following a course
of training, becl'I in good condition in four months, but six is
the usnal time.

put muscle on. A re my me:i.S1Uremepts good? My main trouble
is shortness of breath. Do you think it ~ue tQ chewing tQ.bacco?
Do you know of any cure for this vile h:,.bit? If so, please tell
rne. \i\'ha:t kind of e~ercising apparatus shou1d I use. to increase
my weight and get stronger? l remain, a true friend of the
Tip To.p,
Jo~ 'WM. }IuHN.
You. should weigh fifteen poands mqre. T<!l strengthen your
arm s use dumbbells, Indian dubs a tid che~t weights. For sbortEcss Of breath try running, beginntt;1g grad'ually and· then increas-

Prof. Fourmen: Having r ead Tip Top Weekiy for a long
ti me, I thought I would ask your advice 011 a few things, I am
•sixteen years of age, weigh 147 pounds, 5 feet 9 inches tall; arms,
r;i inches; forearms, II inches; chest, normal, 33 inches; inflated,
35 inchee; legs, 14 inches; thighs, ~o inches. I. How are the~e
measuren11ents? When I ru11 a great deal in a game my ankle
is very sore, sometimes lasting for days. I had it sprained once,
and it has been like this since. 2. What would you advise for
this? 3. When are daily runs most beneficial, morning or
evening? Hoping to have these questions an"5wered, and thanking j'OU in advance, very sincerely yours,
R. DoYu:.
1
I.
Your measurements are only fair.
2. Rub your ankle down after n inning. Also w~r a silk
elastic stocking or a m1bbcr bandage.
3. Running in the morning is best.

Prof. Fourmen: J.fow long and when should I punch the pag?
\i\'hat is. a ~ood exercise f?r my arm.?
.
C. B.
Punchmg is a ~ood exer-c1se for your arm, and do 1t about ten
minutes at a ti me.
ing your speed. Tht toba-ceo habit m<}y have someth iqg to do
with it. The% cure for it is to mop it. It is, mc!eed, a v1le hab it,
and Cine which should be denounced, i;iot only for its physLJ;'lJ
effects, but, also, fo r !ts inaptirude for pol ite society. FqfJ<?w ~y
cou rse of general trammi for youni athletes to be fo11nd m "ftp
To p~ •.

Prof. Fourmen: As I am an ardent admirer of the Tip Top
Weekly, I thought you would favor me by answering sorne
f!Uestiom on physical cultare. About every two weeks I have
very bad sweats. I will wake up covt:red w1th perspiration.
Can you give cause and sug;gest a remedy? I have also several
small veins in the calves of my legs that are very blue. Can
you give cause and suggest remedy~ Thanking you for th.e same,
yours s1ncerely,
HERBUT HAMME!\SWELL.
As for the so-caned night sweats, of wl~ich yo1:1 eomplain, I
<:;i'l'lnOt too urgently advise you to take decided steps to !'l1t
yourself in bett~r physical condition. Night sweat5 may b~ a
very ominoui; symptom. It is always a symptom to pµt one
on his guard. Therefore, you must at once bel:"in an efltirely differ.mt life. You must train yourself systematically. Do everything otlt of doors, and drin'k plenty of milk. The c11.use of this
trouble m:i.y be simple or g>rave, bnt . it certainly shows a low
physical status.
These are probably the so-called va.ricos-e veins. I advise
you to use rubber or cotton bandages.
Prof. Fourmen: I have taken quite an interest in yotlr adviJ;e
to you!ilg men, and decided to ask your advice thrnu~h the Tip
Top Weekly. What I wish to ask is, how cp.n I acqmre &traig.ht
legs? My legs am bowed, and when I stand erect ml. knees are
nearly two inches apart. I hope to see you r answer in the next
issue of Tip Top. You-rs truly,
· A. F, HlLL!!lTR N.
Run on your roes, and· bring your knCl'!S up in front, as far p.s
you can on each st rid e. •Persevere in this and you will sure!y
duive some . benefit.
Prof. Fourmen: I wish to let you know }'Our Question and
Answer Column is appreciated by me very much, and a.m glad ro
know that all boys, like myself, have the opportl!lnity to asj(
questio ~ s concerning their bodies.
Your description of the
muscles is very interesting, and I intend to save them. I would
like to ask some questions concerning myself, but bejn no hurry
to answer them. I work nine hours a day, but take about 15
minutes' physical culture every evening. Pleasa Jet me know
how my measurements are: Chest, m;:iexpanded, 29Y, inches;
chest, expanded, 32Y, in(:hes; neck, 13 inches; biceps, right, l l
inches; biceps, left, 10Vi inches; forea rm, right, IO inches; forea rm, left) 9:;.i inches; waist, 26 inches; caalves, right, 14 inch~s;
left, 13 ;6 inches ; h eight, 5 feet Ml, inches; weight, 130 pounds.
Please let me know my weak points, and oblige,
A C:rrr::-.\co Rc.1r>E'.{.
Your measurements are fair, but I would ad\>ise you to take
a course of training. The fiiteen minutes you have devoted to
exercise h:is probably done you much ~oocl .

•

Prof. FoY.nnen: I am a constant reader of Tip Top Weekly.
I ~1'l 17 years eW; weight, 105 pounds; height, 5 f~t 4- il.'lches.
I have wc&k arms. !"lease tell me how to strengthen thenoi and

Prof. F<Xlrmen: I rake the liberry of as~iHg :R0U a few questi0ns r egardi~1g myself. I am 17 years old ; am .; feet 9 inches
tall, and weigh 131 pounds, stri;pped. !{ow ·are 11l!Y proportions?
My meilsure1111enh are: Neck, I4 inChes; chest, c<:1ntracte,d,
30 4-5 inches; expanded, 342-5 ·inches; waist, 28 inches; right
forearm, 10 inch~; le.ft fore.arm, 9 ~-5 i111c1Te$; rjght upper arm,
II 1-5 inches; left upper arm, IO ~k 5 in'ehes; r~{lt t high, 19 l•S
inches; left thigh, 18 4-5 inches; Yfg;f1t caff, 140 mehes; !~ft calf,
14 1-5 inches. rfow an my JTihsurem~ms ? Thankiioig you in
advance,
G. W.
Your propor·tiom are !Wd, bt1't; yo1'!1' measu rements. can be improved. Go i"ntQ trainint mcl ·in six mont-hs there wilr be a vast
chan~c.

Prof. ~f'l'Ml'l: '.2tei~ a eons1:a;nt reader of>_the 1'jp Top, I
take the pdvilege tt!l as!< y;out advice. I am l.'J ye<J.rs old and
have h.irly go0d muscl es, but I ,have_ S'1,tch a l<1>ng. a·rm -~pd leg
t)mt I look Ind il'!. a n 1ntt1i-i:ii suit. Will you plea-se t,till m.e if
tnere is anything l:hat wil"l help i111e 'to get a ni"c~ly "b1+ilt 1bO<ly and
c.un: the ll(nkiH<: li5. )'.f;y ~rn1 1 ri~ biceps, is ~Y, ,incl:1es,;, rii.ht
c41Jf of leg, 14}1, inche~; ri.ght thi·gh, 19°% inchGs. Thanking you
in advance,
G, E, G.
As_ you seem to be a l@anly bujlt boy, the cp11-rsie I should recomlllend \Tould be to go into trotimini:- and tah -pleqty of goosi exercise. You c:2nnot help ti:te length of yoa r arms and legs, but
you can broaden yourself, w'h(<:l~ wil1 makt you better proportioned. Follow my "General Trainin: for Young Athletes," to
be found in Ti.p Top 265.
Prof. Fourmen: I am Ill years old; S feet 4 Hoiclies high;
weight, r~o pounds . Does ll1'J weig11t tWl'-respon~ wit!h ll1Y. ~ eight ?
Here are some of my measurements: Arms, nght, 1·~9,i mches;
left arm, 1:1 inches; ri ght forearm, II inches; left forearm, ro}i
inches; chest, norl1).al, 33¥ inChes; expan ded, -3i'i inches; waist,
3i inches; right cali, 14~ inches; left calf, 14 inc}'tes. How are
l1'lo/ mea!me!'lilents? I have not trained much yet. What 'Cxerci se
is good fo r the arms, and is fen-:ing good e:irnrcise? Thanking
you in advance, I re11<1ail'I, a <W)1stant reader,
J. E. F.
Yeur weight is good for yotir age and height, and your measuremen t are fair. Fen ci,ri~ is a .geed exerc.is.e, and for the arro~
use chest weights, dumbbens and Indian dubs.
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Don' t let this sple n di d o pportu n ity s li p t h r ough you r fingers. Get your t eam in trim at o nce a n d get
t
in y ou r cou pons for every ga m e dunn g the season.
h av ing the best sco ~e s a t the close of the Season will be declared the wi n ners. T he t ean1 having t he b est record w ill be declared
T HE TIP TOP Ci"JA rlPJON SHI P T E AM OF 1902 , a nd in add ition to regul a r prize w ill rece iYe- An All Silk Pennant-bea ring the legend which
a nn ounces- Their C h ampi on~ hip . All Official Score s \viii be p u blished in Ti p Top W ee k ly. The contes t w ill be decided on l h e scores p u blis hed
in T ip T op. Do:.1 'l miss a s in g le gam~ l A cou pon for every g a ine !
Th o~e te a m !.~

~

v

~
~
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For making out Score Coupons : The ma n ag-e r of each compe ting team afte r every ga me sh ould write
the names o f his play e rs lll the left ban d colu m n of coupon in such a man ne r t ha t the pos ition of the
r espective play ers are indicated by the lette rs in the middle co lu mn . H e s hould then write. t he names of
his opp~:me n t's t ea 1n in th e right h a nd column . In case score co u po ns of m ore than on e ga m e are t o be _st; n t i n at t h e same ti rue, on ly t he cou pon
of the tirst ga1ne s h oul d h ave the n a mes o f the manager's team . In t he left b and column of the r ema1n1ng coupon s, t h e manager s h ould write
0
Regu1 a r Team.." Be sure to give t he n a me, town aud State of both te ams.
j,1
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•+ Read Th ese n·1recti ons.
-(>
<)

•

+

Get a boar d when the first w h istle blows a nd keep your places till you la nd some of the +
g r eat crop of F ootba lls.
:

T his time t han ev er b efore.

•'4> Now's Your T"
ime UJt.
u.,DafTers
l
1. ()

t

i.t
~

T h at TI P TOP awa rded a s the prize in last year' s Foot Ball Contest
the Comp lete Foot B all Ou tfit for· One E ntire Team.
That TIP TOP awarded as prizes in this year's Baseball Tournament
F our Complete B a s eball Outfits for Four E ntire Teams.

T hat T IP TO P now Offers S .50-RUGBV
FOOT
S econd Annual T IP TOP F oot Ball Contest.

t""'

:

Th e Greatest P r iz e Offer Ever Made in th e United States for any Athletic Contes t.

~

I
.,..

O x'lle Reg ula tio n Rug b y Foot B all- 5 5 0 in AU.

: emem be1'9
~

Fo~t

to the Fifty Teams presen ting the b est scores at the end of the season.
one of the w in n ing tea ms will receive

+

:
+

.

To deci de t he Scholastic and A ina t eur C l ub Chanipionship of Anierica.

J
+

Tip cr~p w;kly

Foot Ball Contest

1!
.
Ii
~

!
·,t

Manager.

L............ ··--········ ......... ·······················-·-·······-·······-····-· ................. ······- ... ·-·-························-···· -······················ ··-····--·····

+ FIFTY FOOT BALL P O STE RS FREE!
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SE N D FO R THEM. •
~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .<)+. . . . . . . . . . . . .~. . .~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . :
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Tip Top Prize Gallery
PRIZE PHOTOGRf\PH No. 6

PRIZE PHOTOGRAPH No. 7

. "ANOTHER WINNER FOR THE B. P. A. C."
Champion catboat of La Belle Lake, Wis.

"SUMMER HOME OF THE B . P.A. C."

,second Jtnnual Pbotograpbic £ontcst
A,fULL PHOT06RAPHIC OUTFIT ·CIVEN
PRIZE
AS

A

For the Best Amateur Tip Top Photograph of Any Athletic Event or f\thletic Team

_ COME ON, BOYS!
PRIZE PHOTOGRf\PH No. 8

OET YOUR CAMERAS AT WORK

If y ou waat a Fiae and Complete
Photographic Outfit, here Is your
chance. All y ou have to do i s to
get a good. clear picture of any of
the following subjects:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
,,
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

PRIZE PHOTOGRf\PH No. 9

A Baseball Game
A Basketball Game
A High Ju1np
A Hnl'dle Race
A Pole Yault
A S wi1111nin g l\latch
A Sh ot Put
A Hanuner Thro\v
An Athletic T eam
A n Athlete
A Bicycle Race
A ·wrestling l\Iatch
An Ice Hockey Game
A Skati ng Match

Also send a description of
what the picture represents
Prize · Photographs Nos. s and 6

were entered by Roy D. Graham, of
Chicago, but better known as manager of the Famous Chamoionsh1p
Buena Park, Jr.'s., Foo •tall Team .
\\' e are glad to hear that our champions had such pleasant quarters
for the sutnmer.
Prize Photographs Nos. 7 and 8
were entered in the contest by W.
Wallrneyer, of Buffalo, N. Y.

Our artist wlll act as
judge in the contest

THE BEST PHOTOfiRAPH
"SLAPPINO DOWN A HOT ONE"

WINS THE PRIZE

~ ~ ~

"A LIKE!, Y YOUNO PLAYER "
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,·'.'.':Teams "pre"senting'
'(:)res cit,the efid o.f the
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Time, Managers!

.
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Thirty-Twl:J,·
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